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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the development of apparatus for the 
two techniques selective excitation including flourescence 
line narrowing and optically detected magnetic resonance, 
and their application to some problems in solid state 
spectroscopy.
The first part deals with the techniques of selective
excitation and fleSrescence line narrowing. Selective
4 4excitation has been utilized to study the A 0 T 0 zero2 g 2 g
phonon transitions of the cubic chromium centre in 
magnesium oxide (Porsch and Manson 1981). Flourescence 
line narrowing is more difficult to obtain, but has been 
achieved, although the width of the narrowed line is still 
instrument limited.
The second part of the thesis reports about a study of 
the II-VI semiconductor cadmium sulphide where the 
techniques of optically-detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 
and time-resolved spectroscopy have been used. A new ODMR 
line associated with a broad emission band has been 
detected (Edgar and Porsch 1982), and a model for the ODMR 
mechanism has been developed. It is believed that the ODMR 
signal is caused by spin-dependent electron transfer from 
a shallow donor to a complex double donor.
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2Al GENERAL
Many solids emit electromagnetic radiation in the visible 
and infrared wavelength region when bombarded by electrons 
(cathodoluminescence), irradiated by X-rays or light 
(photoluminescence), or when a voltage is applied to the 
crystal (electroluminescence). Materials with such optical 
properties have been commercially utilized to fabricate 
different kinds of light sources like phosphor screens, 
light emitting diodes or solid state lasers. From the 
scientist's point of view the emission is also very useful 
because it's analysis provides information about the 
emission processes within the crystal as well as the 
crystal itself.
For insulators and semiconductors the emission is 
mainly associated with localised impurity and defect 
centres, although free exciton emission is also frequently 
observed in high purity material. Different experimental 
techniques have been developed which make use of the 
emission to study the properties of these centres and 
their interaction with the host lattice. In the simplest 
measurements the emission intensity is recorded as a 
function of the emission wavelength, and the position, 
structure, polarization, intensity and width of the 
emission lines are analysed. "Selective excitation 
spectroscopy", "time-resolved spectroscopy" and
3"optically-detected magnetic resonance" (ODMR) are more 
complicated techniques which have been used in this work 
to examine electronic centres in different materials.
A2 SELECTIVE EXCITATION SPECTROSCOPY
Crystals often contain more than one type of emission 
centre, and in consequence the associated emission or 
absorption spectra can be quite complex and may actually 
overlap each other. The established technique of selective 
excitation has been used to seperate out the spectra of 
the various centres. However, in recent years intense 
light sources with a narrow bandwidth have become 
available through the invention of the laser and have made 
this technique much more powerful. Because the pump 
frequency can be chosen to coincide exacly with the 
optical transition energy of a particular centre and the 
bandwidth is small enough not to pump other centres with 
an adjacent transition energy, tunable dye lasers are able 
to selectively excite one type of centre, and thus the 
resulting emission spectrum will be due to one centre 
only. Correspondingly, monitoring a certain emission line 
in "high" resolution and scanning the wavelength of the 
pump laser gives a measure of the absorption as a function 
of wavelength for the associated centre.
A different problem in resolving overlapping spectra 
occurs when defects or impurities of the same type
4experience slightly different enviroments at different 
locations in the crystal. This leads to inhomogeneous 
broadening of the emission and absorption lines. High
resolution lasers are able to pump only a small fraction
Pof the absorption line and thus select centres with an 
identical enviroment (Yen 1971).
Another area where selective excitation has recently 
proved very useful is that of donor-acceptor recombination 
in semiconductors (Tews and Venghaus 1979), where the 
wavelength of the emission which is caused by 
donor-acceptor recombination, depends not only on the 
binding energies of the electron and the hole, but also 
on the separation of the donor-acceptor pair. A 
distribution of distances results in a broadening of 
absorption and emission lines. A high resolution laser can 
selectively excite pairs which are seperated by the same 
distance.
It should be pointed out that in all three cases the 
emission is essential to obtain selectivity. The emitted 
light is needed to indicate which particular centre has 
been selectively excited. Care has to be taken when a 
continous wave (cw) laser is employed as excitation 
source, since energy transfer may give misleading 
results.
Today tunable dye lasers with linewidths down to 1 MHz 
are commercially available and make selective excitation a
5Standard spectroscopic technique.
A3 TIME RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY
Lifetimes of excited states and energy transfer are 
studied by time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy. The 
change in emission intensity after pulsed excitation 
contains information about the relaxation rates into the 
emitting state as well as out of it. Relaxation processes 
of the originally excited electronic centre are examined 
by monitoring the emission associated with the same 
centre. Monitoring the emission of a different centre 
provides information about the energy transfer to this 
second centre.
From a practical point of view pulsed lasers and high 
speed detection electronics have made work in the 
nanosecond range comparatively straightforward. Mode 
locked cw lasers are even capable of producing picosecond 
pulses.
A4 OPTICAL DETECTION OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Another technique which utilizes the emission is the 
optical detection of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
(Geschwind 1972) or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
(Sharma and Erickson 1980). The transfer of population 
between Zeeman-split levels by an applied radio frequency
6or microwave field may produces a change in emission 
intensity or a change of emission polarization. Optical 
detection of magnetic resonance in the excited state is 
easier and more sensitive than the conventional detection 
methods. The very small absorption of microwaves or radio 
frequency waves caused by a low population in the excited 
state is much more difficult to measure directly than the 
resulting induced change in emission.
A5 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This thesis describes the development of apparatus for the
two techniques selective excitation and optically detected
magnetic resonance, and their application to some problems
in solid state spectroscopy. The first part deals with the
techniques of selective excitation and fle«rescence line
narrowing. Selective excitation has been utilized to study
the 4A„ -*■ 4T zero phonon transitions of the cubic2 g 2 g
chromium centre in magnesium oxide (Porsch and Manson 
1981). Fl&Srescence line narrowing is more difficult to 
obtain, but has been achieved, although the width of the 
narrowed line is still instrument limited.
The second part of the thesis reports about a study of 
the II-VI semiconductor cadmium sulphide where the 
techniques of optically-detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) 
and time-resolved spectroscopy have been used. A new ODMR 
line associated with a broad emission band has been
7detected (Edgar and Porsch 1982), and a model for the ODMR 
mechanism has been developed. It is believed that the ODMR 
signal is caused by spin-dependent electron transfer from 
a shallow donor to a complex double donor.
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Bl.l GENERAL
The apparatus which has been used to study chromium doped 
magnesium oxide is schematically illustrated in figure 
Bl-1. A continuous wave (cw) as well as a pulsed dye laser 
system are available to optically excite the crystal. The 
output of both lasers is polarized, the cw beam vertical 
and the pulsed beam horizontal. 1/4 plates and linear 
polarizers are employed to depolarize the light or to 
change its polarization, depending on the requirements. 
Both laser systems are discussed in more detail below.
The crystal is cooled in a "flow tube" by a stream of 
cold helium gas boiled off at variable rates by means of a 
heater from a dewar containing liquid helium. The 
temperature can be adjusted between 10°and 300°K. It is 
measured by means of a calibrated Allan Bradley carbon 
resistor. For the magnetic field measurements an Oxford 
Instruments cryostat with a 5 tesla superconducting magnet 
has been employed. The design of the cryostat is similar 
to the 3 tesla system, which is part of the ODMR apparatus 
and described in more detail in chapter C2.
A 3/4m Spex or a lm Jarrell Ash monochromator is used 
to analyse the emitted light. For high resolution 
measurements a Fabry-Perot interferometer is employed. A 
mirror system provides the option of either letting the 
collected light pass through the interferometer or
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deflecting the light around it. The light is detected by a 
EMI 9659B photomultiplier tube. A loadresistor serves as a 
current to voltage converter, and the voltage signal is 
fed into a low noise preamplifier (PAR model 113, max. 
bandwidth of 300kHz). In cw operation the signal is 
measured by an analog voltmeter (Keithley 155), and in 
pulsed operation a boxcar (PAR CWl) is used.
The two lasers and the interferometer are the 
essential components of the apparatus developed. Therefore 
these components will be described in more detail below. 
The introduction of a pulsed laser system made it 
necessary to gate the PMT, and the implementation of this 
is discussed at the end of the chapter.
Bl.2 CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER
The cw system consists of a Spectra Physics dye laser 
(model 375) which is pumped by a Spectra Physics ion argon 
laser (model 171). The argon laser provides a power of up 
to 15 watt (multiple line). Employing a series of 
different dyes the operating range of the dye laser 
extends from 400 and 800 nm. A birefringent filter, which 
is driven by a motor, is inserted intracavity to enable 
the wavelength to be scanned continously over the lasing 
range of the particular dye. The transmission of the 
birefringent filter and the gain of the dye change with
14
lasing frequency. To avoid fluctuations of the output 
intensity during a scan the pump intensity is adjusted via 
a feedback system (Spectra Physics Light Stabilizer, model 
373). This keeps the power fluctuations of the dye laser 
down to one percent. The linewidth of the dye laser is not 
actively stabilized and thus limited by vibrations and 
thermal fluctuations to about 1 wavenumber. The lineshape 
is checked before an experiment with the help of a 
Fabry-Perot interferometer (Spectra Physics, 10 cm’1 
scanwidth, 0.1 cm Resolution). It is important to ensure 
that during a scan the laser operates in a single mode of 
the birefringent filter over the whole scan range. 
Mode-hopping or simultanious lasing in two different modes 
generate erronfous results.
Bl.3 PULSED LASER
For pulsed excitation a Molectron dye laser (model DL14P) 
pumped by a Molectron Nitrogen laser (model UV12) is 
employed. The pulse repetition rate of the nitrogen laser 
is variable between 0 and 50 Hz. An average output power 
of 60 mW at a repetition rate of 20 Hz has been measured 
for the nitrogen laser. This corresponds to a peak power 
of 300 kW or a pulse energy of 3 millijoule. A pulse width 
of 10 nsec is quoted. For nitrogen the lasing transition 
lies in the UV at 337 nm.
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The dye laser (DL14P) is based on the Hansch design 
(Hansch 1972). Its cavity (oscillator) consists of a 
grating and a partially transmitting output mirror (figure 
Bl-2). A prism beam expander inside the cavity improves 
the resolution of the grating. An amplifier stage behind 
the oscillator increases the output intensity and, more 
importantly, reduces the intensity fluctuations. Rotation 
of the grating by a stepping motor scans the wavelength 
within the lasing range of the dye. The output pulse 
energy depends on the gain curve of the dye; it lies 
typically between 30 and 100 microjoule (corresponds to an 
average output power of 0.6 - 2 mW and a peak power of 3 - 
10 kW).
The pulse energy is measured with the help of a 
calibrated pyroelectric detector (Molectron Pyroelectric 
Joulemeter, model J3). Such a detector has an extremely 
fast response; it integrates each radiation pulse and 
provides a slow decaying output voltage pulse whose peak 
amplitude is proportinal to the total pulse energy.
The dye laser has a linewidth of 0.01 nm (= 10GHz = 
0.3cm”1 ). Insertion of an etalon inside the oscillator 
reduces the linewidth by a factor of 10, but also lowers 
the output intensity and degrades the amplitude stability. 
With the etalon present the wavelength is pressure 
scanned. Grating and etalon are built inside a box which 
can be sealed and pumped out. The refractive index n
16
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2 : Schematic diagram of pulsed dye laser
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(optical pathlength) inside the box and thus the 
conditions for constructive interference of the light beam 
at the grating and inside the etalon are changed in unison 
as the pressure is decreased.
The pressure change from zero to one atmosphere causes 
a wavelength change
DX = X ( n - 1 )
At 700 nm ( n (air)=1.000278 at 25°C)
DX = 0.1925 nm (4.07 cm“1 ) per 760 Torr
Usage of a high index gas widens the scanrange. For SF6 
(n (SF, =1.000786)) it is increased by a factor of 3 to about 
12 cm**1 .
It is noted that the pulsed laser is much easier
to use than the cw-laser. Because of its high peak power 
lasing is easily achieved, even for sligtly misadjusted 
optics. All optical components function over the whole 
operating range from 400-800 nm. Changing the lasing range 
only involves a refill of the cuvettes which contain the 
dyes. However, the output stability is rather poor (6%), 
especially if the etalon is inserted (12%).
18
Bl.4 FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER
A Burleigh Fabry-Perot interferometer (model RCllO) is 
employed to analyse the emitted light in high resolution. 
The interferometer consists of two partially transmitting 
mirrors situated opposite to each other (figure Bl-3). An 
incident lightbeam is reflected back and forth between the 
mirrors. Transmission occurs when the optical path 
difference (OPD) between two reflected beams equals an 
integral multiple m of the wavelength of the light A 
(condition for constructive interference)
Condition for 
constructive 
interference:
m x = OPD
= 2 d cos© (Bl-1)
(m is integer)
FIGURE Bl-3: Fabry-Perot interferometer; the mirrors plates
are separated by a distance d, and light of the 
wavelength \ falls onto the plates under an angle 0
19
m is called the order of interference. Figure Bl-4(a)
shows the transmission characteristics of an ideal
Fabry-Perot interferometer. The transmission peaks are
equally spaced (cmp. equ. Bl-1). Their separation is
called free spectral range (FSR) and depends on the
distance d between the two mirror plates
FSR = 1/ ( 2d ) (cm"1)
A spacing d of 0.5 cm creates a FSR of 1 wavenumber. Small 
changes Dd<<d will hardly affect the distance between the 
transmission peaks (FSR), but will change their position 
within the scan range of the interferometer. For example 
an increase of the spacing by 350 nm will shift the 
transmission peaks over one FSR (at 700 nm).
The Burleigh RCllO has one mirror plate fixed while 
the second plate is mounted onto three piezoelectric 
elements. The distance between the plates is changed by 
applying a high voltage to the elements. This allows the 
position of the transmission peak to be scanned 
electronically.
To analyse the intensity distribution of an emission 
line by a Fabry-Perot interferometer, one transmission 
peak is scanned across the line while the amount of 
transmitted light is monitored. The FSR must be set wider
20
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than the extent of the line to be studied, otherwise light 
from different parts of the emission line will be 
transmitted simultaneously in different orders (see figure 
Bl-4(b)). All additional emission has to be blocked out by 
filters.
The quality of a Fabry-Perot interferometer or more 
precise its transmission bandwidth (resolution) at a given 
FSR is described by the finesse (F). The bandwidth AX is 
related to F by
Free Spectral Range FSR
AX ------ ----------------  = -----
Finesse F
The finesse determines the ratio between scanwidth and 
resolution. It is proportional to the number of times a 
light beam is reflected (number of interfering beams) and 
thus depends on the "lifetime" of the light between the 
mirror plates. Several factors reduce the finesse 
(Burleigh 1979)
(a) mirror reflectivity of less than unity (F(R))
(b) lack of flatness of the mirrors (F(F))
(c) diffraction losses arising from the finite 
aperature of the interferometer (F(D))
22
In an experiment the emitted light from the crystal is 
collected by a lens^ and focused parallel onto the 
interferometer. The finite size of the light source and 
imperfections of the collection lens prevent the focused 
light from being completely parallel. This and slight 
misalignment of the mirror plates produce an interference 
ring pattern behind the interferometer. The input aperture 
of the detector must therefore be restricted by a pinhole 
. The influence of the pinhole size (D) on the resolution 
is taken into account by introducing a pinhole finesse 
F(P) (Burleigh 1979).
A 2L A 1
F (P ) = - (— ) 2 = --- for small 0
d D d 02
The pinhole finesse is a function of the wavelength of the 
light (X), of the distance between the mirror plates (d) 
and of the maximum incident angle (0) , for which light 
still passes through the pinhole (see figure Bl-5).
The sharpness or width of the interference fringes is 
determined by the quality of the mirror plates, and the 
diameter of the pinhole limits the resolution with which 
the intensity distribution of the rings is measured. The 
pinhole is positioned at the centre of the ringpattern. 
During a scan the diameter of the rings decreases (or 
increases, depending on the direction of the scan) until 
they collapse into a spot (zero order fringe) at the 
centre of the pattern. Scanning in the opposite direction
23
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will expand centre spots into fringes with increasing 
diameters. For a small light source, good quality lenses 
and good adjustment of the mirror plates the distribution 
of light incident angles is so small that only one 
interference ring is created, and this ring only appears 
when it is just about to collapsginto a spot.
The overall instrumentation finesse (F(I)) is given 
by
1 1 1 1 1  1
F (I) is limited by the smallest F(i). For high quality 
mirror plates (high reflectivity, good flatness and large 
diameter) the pinhole has to be chosen small enough to 
ensure a high finesse. The mirror plates selected for the 
Burleigh F.-P. have the following characteristics:
Reflectivity finesse : F(R)=200 (reflectivity = 98.5%)
Flatness finesse : F(F)=100 (plate flatness = A/200)
Diffraction finesse : F(D)=1.6*105 (diameter=5cm)
The diagram in figure B.l-5(b) illustrates the dependence 
of the instrumentation finesse on the size of the pinhole 
( for L=15cm, X = 700nm, d=0.5cm). For an infinitely small 
pinhole (F(P)=oo) F(I) equals 89.4.
25
The throughput T of the interferometer is defined as its 
transmission coefficient at resonance. T is limitted by 
the losses in the mirrors and the coatings, and the losses 
due to plate errors. For our mirrorplates (R=98.5%, 
flatness=A/200) a throughput of approximately 50% is 
expected (Burleigh 1979), but this number is reduced by 
the reflections on the lenses and the introduction of a 
pinhole.
To summarize, a Fabry-Perot interferometer is 
characterised by its free spectral range (FSR) and its 
finesse. The FSR depends on the spacing of the mirror 
plates which is variable for the Burleigh RCllO between 0 
and 15cm. The finesse is governed by the reflectivity of 
the mirrors, their flatness and diameter, and the size of 
the pinhole. For our plates a maximum finesse of 89.4 is 
expected. In practice the choice of the pinhole size is a 
compromise between maximum throuput and minimum 
resolution.
Experiments with a Helium-Neon laser as a light source 
and a pinhole of 100 micron have shown that the finesse is 
limited to about 25. Vibrations and thermal fluctuations 
between the mirror plates are thought to be responsible. A 
thermal box around the interferometer and good vibrational 
isolation, obtained for example by putting all optical 
components plus cryostat onto an optical table, should 
improve the resolution and bring the experimental finesse
26
closer to the theoretically predicted value of 89.4
Bl.5 GATED PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE
The laser beam, which is used to excite the crystals, is 
partially scattered on the surfaces of the crystal as well 
as from internal crystal imperfections. The scattered 
light may saturate the photomultiplier tube (PMT), even 
when the monochromator is set to a wavelength different 
from the laser light. The danger of saturation is 
especially high when low quality crystals are studied 
(high scatter cross-section) or a pulsed laser is employed 
(peak power of several hundred kW). For the technique of 
fle^resence line narrowing the wavelength of the monitored 
emission and the pump beam coincide. Total saturation of 
the PMT can only be avoided if either the PMT is gated or 
the scattered light is prevented from reaching the PMT by 
using a mechanical chopper or an electrooptical shutter. 
Because of the low speed of mechanical choppers and the 
high expense of good electrooptical shutters it was 
decided that the better option was to gate the 
PMT (EMI 9558B).
Gating means that the gain of the photomultiplier is 
reduced during the laser pulse. In our case this is 
achieved by pulsing the supply voltage to the first dynode 
of the PMT. The circuit in figure Bl-6 (Selzer 1981)
27
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Fig Bl-6 : Gated photomultiplier circuit for
---------  dblinking the PMT during laser
excitation (Selzer 1981)
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leaves the cathode and the first dynode at the same 
potential for a zero input voltage at the basis of the 
transistor (transistor switched off). Electrons emitted by 
the cathode are not attracted by the first dynode. This 
reduces the gain by a factor of about 1000. Applying a 
negative pulse (-0.5V) to the transistor switches it on 
and induces a current through the 10 Mp resistor which in 
turn produces a voltage between cathode and first dynode 
and thus reestablishes the full gain. The tube is normally 
turned off and only pulsed on for a short period of time.
The pulsed laser, the PMT and the boxcar are 
synchronized by a Phillips pulse generator (PM 5712), 
which produces two separated pulses. The first pulse at 
time T=0 triggers the laser and the boxcar. The second 
pulse (delay D(P), width DT(P)) gates the photomultiplier. 
Figure Bl-7 demonstrates the timing and shows a picture of 
a typical output of the PMT. The signal caused by the 
scattered laser light is usually still strong despite of 
the reduction in gain. The voltage which is proportijial to 
the intensity of the emitted light is sampled by a boxcar 
D (B ) seconds (delay of boxcar) after the laser has been 
fired for a period of DT(B) seconds (gatewidth of
boxcar).
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B2.1 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHROMIUM CENTRES IN 
MAGNESIUM OXIDE
Pure magnesium oxide (MgO) is a colourless insulator of 
cubic crystall structure. Its bandgap is wide enough to 
prevent any absorption of visible light. When doped with 
low concentrations of chromium (Cr) ions the crystal 
appears light green. The Cr ions establish local 
electronic centres which absorb light mainly in two broad 
bands with maxima at 600 and 450 nm. The weak emission 
spectrum shows (at 4.2K) three sharp lines and associated 
sidebands around 700nm.
Emission and absorption spectra of chromium doped MgO 
have been studied extensively (Henry et al 1976, and 
references therein) and are fairly well understood. 
Chromium belongs to the transition metals and has the 
electronic configuration (Ar)4s13d5. Its filled shells do 
not affect the optical properties. The 3d orbitals of the 
outer electrons are 5 fold degenerate, and split in the 
cubic crystalfield of MgO into t2 and eg orbitals. In the 
ground state and the lower excited states all three
3electrons occupy t orbitals (t ). Higher states also2 g 2g
incorporate orbitals of eg symmetry. The energy level 
diagram of Cr3+ in the MgO is illustrated in figure B2-1. 
The labels describe the symmetries of the wavefunctions 
according to the group theory (Sugano et al 1970). The
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2Eg (V5) r8
4A2g ( ^23 )
r8
3 +Fig B2-1 : Energy level diagram of Cr in MgO;
the crystal field terms are split by 
spin-orbit interaction.
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influence of the spin-orbit interaction is much weaker 
than the strength of the crystalfield and causes a small 
splitting of the energy levels.
The intensity of the optical transitions between the 
groundstate and the excited states are calculated with the 
help of the "golden rule". The probability for a 
transition from state i to f by absorbing a photon of 
energy hv is given by
2tt
P._ = —  I < f I Vl i> I 2 6 (E -E . -hv) 
if h f 1
V describes the interaction between the electric dipole 
moment p (magnetic dipole moment m) of the Cr centre and 
the electric field E (magnetic field B) of the radiation. 
Electric dipole transitions (V=pE) are usually much 
stronger than magnetic dipole transitions (V=mB).
Evaluation of the matrix element <f|v|i> leads to 
certain selection rules. The spin selection rule states 
that transitions are only allowed (matrix element non 
zero) , when the total spins of the initial and final state 
are identical (AS=0). This is rigorously true if the spin 
is a good quantum number. Spin-orbit interaction relaxes 
the spin selection rule.
If the electronic centre occupies a site of inversion 
symmetry, like the cubic Cr centre in MgO, then its parity 
is defined and parity selection rules have to be taken
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into account. Electric dipole transitions are forbidden 
between states of equal parity and allowed between states 
of different parity. For magnetic dipole transitions the 
opposite is true.
The selection rules for the energy level diagram in
figure B2-1 therefore predict that the transitions between
the groundstate 4A and the excited states 2E , 2Tn2 g g ig
and 2T are spin and electric dipol forbidden. Spin-orbit2 g
interaction relaxes the spin selection rule slightly, but 
parity restricts the pure electronic transitions to 
magnetic dipol transitions, which are very weak.
The absorbtion lines associated with the transitions
4A +2E , 4A + 2T and 4A 2 2 1 2 T2 are very weak. The two
strong and broad absorption bands mentioned before are due
to the two 4A -* 4T transitions. The latter transitions are 2
spin allowed. Furthermore, the states with all three
electrons in t orbitals couple with a different strength
to the lattice than the states, where one of the electrons
occupies an e orbital. The difference in electron-phonon g
coupling between the ground state and the 4T states 
produces a broad and strong phonon sideband with very 
little intensity remaining in the zero phonon line. Most 
of the photons are absorbed with the simultaneous creation 
of one or several phonons.
The phonons distort the enviroment of the Cr ion. 
Local vibrations of odd symmetry lift the inversion
36
symmetry of the centre and make the stronger electric 
dipole transition allowed, which accounts for most of the 
intensity of the 4A -*-4T bands.
Emission occurs from the lowest of the excited states 
( ). The probability per second for an electronic centre
to decay from an excited state i to the groundstate f by 
emitting a photon is called Einstein spontanous transition 
probability A . It is related to the radiative lifetime 
by t = 1/A .
A is also a function of the matrix element <f|v|i>
A . % I < f IV I i > I 2f i I I I I
The emission is therefore subject to the same selection
2 4rules as the absorbtion. The zero phonon line E -* A^ isg 2g
a magnetic dipole transition and in first order spin 
forbidden. Its weak intensity and long lifetime of about 
11 msec are thus readily understood.
For a perfectly cubic centre the spin-orbit 
interaction can not split the E state nor the groundstate 
4A^, and consequently the cubic centre can only give rise 
to a single zero phonon emission line. Experimentelly 
three sharp lines are observed. The two additional lines 
are caused by different Cr centres.
Cr substitutes in MgO for Mg . The difference in 
charge of the two ions is compensated by the creation of
37
Mg-vacancies (V ). The positive (relative to the lattice)Mg
Cr ion and the negative vacancy attract each other and 
form associated impurity complexes.
Three main Cr-V complexes have been identified 
(Henry et al 1976):
(a) Cr ion associated with one vacancy at a next 
nearest neighbour site, symmetry axis along the <001> 
direction, Cr in site of tetragonal symmetry (tetragonal 
Cr-V complex)
(b) two Cr ions associated with one vacancy, symmetry 
axis along the <001> direction, Cr in site of tetragonal 
symmetry (tetragonal Cr-V-Cr complex)
(c) Cr ion associated with one vacancy at a nearest 
neighbour site, symmetry axis along the <011> direction, 
Cr in site of orthorhombic symmetry
The presence of a vacancy close to the Cr ion lowers the 
symmmetry of the Cr site and distorts its enviroment. The 
change in crystal field shifts the position of the energy 
levels and lifts their orbital degeneracy, which causes 
the levels to split. The distortions are relatively weak 
and can be treated as small perturbations of the 
previously discussed cubic crystal field. This means that 
the energy level diagram in figure B2-1 and the discussed 
selection rules remain reasonable approximations.
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The Eg state splits into two levels. The splitting is 
identical for the two tetragonal sites, but the shifts are 
slightly different. The excitation spectrum in figure B2-3 
shows five major peaks. The line at 698.lnm (R-line) is 
related to the cubic centre, the two lines at 698.9nm and 
703.5nm are caused by the tetragonal Cr-V-Cr complex and 
the lines at 699.2nm and 703.8 by the tetragonal V-Cr 
complex. The relative intensities of the absorption lines 
in fig B2-3 were influenced by the pump intensity of the 
dye laser at the particular wavelength, which varies 
according to the gain curve of the dye, as well as by the 
relative amount of light which each type of centre emits 
at the monitored wavelength.
The three observed emission lines at 698.1, 703.5, and 
703.8nm are due to the cubic and the two tetragonal 
centres. The two tetragonal lines can often not be 
resolved because of limited instrumental resolution. The 
emission of the rhombic centre consists of a weak and 
broad band, which extends from about 720nm to 1/xm.
In the following section it will be shown how the 
excitation spectrum and the emission spectrum of the cubic 
centre can be experimentally separated from those of the
2
other centres.
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3 +excited state for various Cr 
centres in MgO.
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B2.2 SITE SELECTIVE LASER SPECTROSCOPY IN MgO 
B2.2.1 SELECTIVE EXCITATION
The phonon sidebands of the cubic and the tetragonal 
chromium centres in MgO overlap one another and cannot be 
readily distinguished by conventional spectroscopy. Site 
selective laser spectroscopy enables us to seperate out 
the emission and absorption spectra of individual centres. 
In the following the orthorhombic centre is ignored 
because of its very weak emission and absorption.
The small linewidth and the tunability of dye-lasers 
make it possible to pump selectively the zero phonon line 
of the cubic centre (698.lnm, R-line). Chromium ions at 
tetragonal sites do not absorb photons of such energy and 
consequently will not be excited. Only the cubic centres 
will absorb and (in the absence of energy transfer) will 
be responsible for the resultant emission. Likewise 
pumping at 698.9 and 699.2nm produces selectively the 
emission spectra of the tetragonal centres (see figure 
B2-4).
The excitation spectrum of the chromium ions in cubic 
sites is seperated from that of the tetragonal centres by 
monitoring the intensity of the 698.lnm emission line and 
scanning the wavelength of the laser. Absorption in the 
tetragonal centres does not give rise to emission at
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excitation at 698.9
excitation at 698.1
EMISSION WAVELENGTH (nm)
Fig B2-4 : Emission spectra of the cubic and tetragonal 
chromium centres in MgO; the arrows indicate 
the pump position of the laser.
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698.lnm and thus does not affect the monitored emission 
intensity, leaving the intensity variations to be 
proportional to the absorption of only the cubic centre 
(see figure B2-5).
In general care has to be taken with the choice of 
pumping frequency. The schematic diagram in figure B2-6 
illustrates that if Pi is pumped both centres Cl and C2 
are able to absorb light and produce emission. The process 
is then not selective any more. Often only the centre with 
the lowest lying absorbtion line can be used to give an 
emission spectrum completely free of emission from 
alternative centres.
The opposite is true for selective excitation. Here 
the excitation spectrum of only the centre with the 
highest lying emission level can be seperated out with 
certainty. If in figure B.2-6 M2 is monitored, emission 
from both centres Cl and C2 will contribute to the 
detected light.
Time-resolved spectroscopy or wavelength modulation 
may also help to analyse overlapping emission or 
absorption bands.
It is noted that for a given optically active centre 
the excitation spectrum is in general not identical to the 
absorption spectrum. The line positions do coincide, but 
the relative intensities of the various lines may differ.
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They depend for the excitation spectrum on the absorption 
coefficients as well as on the energy transfer from the 
excited state to the emitting state, whose population is 
monitored via the emission intensity.
APPLICATION
The technique of selective excitation has been used to 
study the 4A2g + 4T2g zero phonon lines of the cubic 
chromium centre in MgO (Porsch and Manson 1981). Using 
selective excitation two lines at 651.Onm (15360cm-1) and 
648.9nm (15410cm-1 ) have been observed, which are 
associated with the A2g + T2g zero phonon transition 
(Boyrivent and Duval 1978). They are superimposed on the 
phonon sideband associated with the T lglevel.
According to the grouptheory the spin-orbit
interaction splits the 4T 2g level into the four states 17, 
r 8 , r6 andTg. The are irreducible representations of the
double group and describe the symmetry of the
wavefunctions, which are eigenfunctions of the spin-orbit 
operator (Sugano et al 1970). Calculations for the 3d
electronic configuration of the chromium ion predict
-1spin-orbit splittings of 57, 167 and 178 cm between the 
four levels (Runciman and Schroeder 1962). However, stress 
measurements suggest (Boyrivent et al 1979) that 
Jahn-Teller interaction reduces the orbital angular 
momentum and thus the spin-orbit splitting (Ham-effect).
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Furthermore spin-orbit interaction mixes vibronic r8 and r6 
levels of the 2E and 2TX states with the electronic levels 
*6' r8 and r8 of 4T2 • Calculations based on such a model 
(Lacroix et al 1980) could explain the positions and 
relative intensities of the transitions associated with 
the two experimentally observed lines. According to 
Lacroix et al the states T y , r8 and r& lie ciose together
and give rise to the stronger line at 651.Onm, whereas ri
o
is separated from the latter by 50 cm-1. The purpose of 
our study was to check wether the proposed assignment of 
the two lines is consistent with the calculated transition
intensities in the presence of a magnetic field (Zeeman 
pattern) .
A magnetic field of 5 tesla was applied along the 
<001> axis of the crystal. About 100 mW output power of 
the cw dye laser were used to excite the crystal. The pump 
light was beamed onto the crystal parallel to the magnetic 
field and the emission was monitored perpendicular to it 
along the the <010> axis. Setting the monochromator with a 
resolution ofo.2nm to 698.lnm and scanning the wavelength 
of the laser between 643 and 656nm produced selectively 
the excitation spectrum of the cubic 2g zero phonon 
lines(see figure B2-7).
To pump circularly polarized the laser beam was passed 
through a linear polarizer and a / / 4 plate (Fresnel 
rhomb). This enabeled us to obtain a measure of the
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monitored at
69 8.1---'
monit. at 703.5
monit. at 703.8
EXCITATION WAVELENGTH (nm)
Fig B2-7 : Selective excitation spectra of the
4A2_>‘ 4T2 transition for the cubic 
and tetragonal Cr centres in MgO
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absorption in a(+) and a(-) polarization. Alternatively 
the difference spectrum I( a( + )) - I(ot( —) ) (MCD-spectrum) 
has been recorded with the help of a pockel cell, which 
acts as variable A/4 plate. It was used to modulate the 
polarization between a(+) and a(-), and the change in 
emission intensity was detected using a phase sensitive 
detector. Because the lifetime of the excited 2E state is 
fairly long (11 msec) the modulation frequency had to be 
chosen slow enough (120 Hz) so that the emission intensity 
is able to respond to the change in pump polarization 
(change in absorption).
The line at 651.Onm absorbs left polarized light 
(a(+)) stronger than right polarized light (a(-)) (see 
figure B2-8). This results in a positive going peak, in the 
MCD - excitation trace. 50 cm-1 higher in energy appears a 
broader MCD signal with the opposite sign. The 
polarization of the underlying 2T1 sideband causes an 
equal displacement of the MCD signals.
The 4A -f 4T is an allowed magnetic dipole2g 2 g
transition, and selection rules for the transitions to the 
various spin orbit components of the 4T2g state can be 
calculated using largely group theoretical arguments. The 
two fg wavefunctions were derived by taking first order 
spin-orbit interaction into account. The relative 
transition probabilities for this case have been 
calculated by Manson et al (1977) and are as follows:
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.. I I
zero field
I /*•.
I / •
50 cm'
EXCITATION WAVELENGTH (nm)
Fig B2-8 : (a) Excitation spectrum of 4A2g^4T2g
zero-phonon line of the cubic Cr centre 
in MgO; circularly polarized spectrum 
recorded at a field of 5 tesla; T=5°K; 
(b) associated MCD excitation spectrum
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Table Bl : Relative transition intensities of the
4 4magnetic dipole. A T transition for
 ^ — I 3circularly polarized light a and a . The |-->
s t a t e i s the l o w e s t  l y i n g Z e e m a n l e v e 1 .
+a a
4A 2 (|-i>) V v w 1 . 350 0 . 2 5 0
4A 2 (|-i>) T 2 *r 8 ' r 7 ,r6* 1 . 050 1 . 3 5 0
4A 2 (|+ i>) 4 T 2 (r8 ' r 7 ' r 6> 1 . 350 1 . 0 5 0
4 a 2 (|+ | » T 2 ^ r 8 ' r 7 ' r 6* 0 . 2 5 0 1 . 3 5 0
4a2( I - | » 4T2(r8M 0 . 1 5 0 1 . 2 5 0
4 a 2 (!-|>) -* 4T2(r8-) 0 . 4 5 0 0 . 1 5 0
4ft2 ( 1+ 2>) -> 4 T 2 (r8 ' ) 0 . 150 0 . 4 5 0
4 a 2 (|+ | » -> Vv» 1 . 250 0 . 1 5 0
The magnetic field of 5 tesla causes a splitting of 4.6 cm'1 
between the ground state levels. Assuming a Boltzmann, 
distribution of the groundstate population (T=5°K) the 
model predicts for the 4A2 + 4T2 ( ,rg ) transition I(a
+)=1.717, I(a-) = 0.676 and for the 4A2 -> 4T2(Fq ) transition 
I( a +)=0.28, I( a -)=1.32. The calculated relative 
intensities are consistent with the signs of the observed 
MCD-signals, and also predict the relative ratio I(a+)/I(a 
-)=2.5 of the stronger line quite well. There is, however, 
a non-negligible absorption and circular polarization 
associated with the underlying A 2 -*• E , T-^  vibronic
band, and this absorption and the 4T 0 - 2E , 2T 1
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interaction have been completely neglected in our 
calculation. Our calculation of the selection rules is 
overly simple, but it does explain the main features of 
the Zeeman measurements of the 4A2g 4T2g zero phonon 
line. Consequently this analysis supports the more 
complicated and thorough model of Lacroix et al. (1980) 
for the splitting of the 4T2 zero phonon line of the cubic 
chromium centre in MgO.
B2.2.2 FLORESCENCE LINE NARROWING
Florescence line narrowing (FLN) is an experimental 
method to overcome inhomogeneous broadening of optical 
transitions. The exact energy difference between the 
groundstate of the cubic chromium centre in MgO and the 
excited state 2E depends on the strength of the crystal 
field surrounding the chromium ion. The zero phonon
gtransition of each cubic centre is charactrised by aA
homogeneous linewidth. However, small variations in the
enviroment of each ion causes the crystal field to vary
from ion to ion, and this causes a spread in the position
of the separate homogeneous emission lines. The
experimentally observed line consists therefore of a
distribution of homogeneous lines and is necessarily
broader than the individual lines, termed inhomogeneously 
£broadend. The spread in transition energies may be 
indicated in an energy level diagram by drawing the
53
excited states with a slope (see figure B2-9).
A high resolution laser with a linewidth smaller than 
the inhomogeneous broadening is able to excite centres 
with an absorption frequency exactly coinciding with that 
of the laser (see figure B2-9). Only the selected centres 
with this "identical" transition energy will emit,and this 
results in a narrowed emission line. The technique is 
called florescence line narrowing. In the ideal case when 
the linewidth of the laser is much smaller than the 
homogeneous linewidth of the pumped centre, the observed 
emission line will be homogeneous.
If a cw laser is employed for excitation, then the 
energy may migrate from the originally excited centre to 
nearby centres with different transition energies 
(spectral diffusion) and broaden the emission line. To 
obtain maximum narrowing a pulsed laser must be used and 
the emission must be monitored immediatly after the 
excitation pulse.
INHOMOGENEOUS WIDTH OF THE R LINE
The inhomogeneous broadend R-lines of two MgO 
crystals doped with 0.1% and 0.62% of chromium have been 
recorded (see figures B2-10(a), B2-ll(a)). The pulsed 
laser was pressure scanned in high resolution (0.03 cm 
)across the line while the emission was monitored 
resonantly in low resolution (10 cm *) . The R-line of
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sample H (higher chromium concentration) shows a small 
splitting. Its overall linewidth is about 0.8 cm ' .
Internal strain perturbs the enviroment of the cubic 
sites, lowers their symmetry and causes the orbital 
degeneracy of E state to lift. Different sites 
experience different strains so that there is a
distribution of splittings which give rise to the observed 
lineshape.
For sample L (low concentration) a splitting is not 
observed (fig B2-10(a)). The linewidth is reduced to 0.26 
cm 1. The small shoulder at the low energy side and the 
assymetry of the main line are due to the occurence of
Qdifferent chromium isotops (IMBUSCH et al. 64).A
FLN in MgO
Florescence line narrowing of the R-line in MgO:Cr has 
been achieved. The emission was sampled 500 microseconds 
after the pulsed excitation at a sample temperature of 
about 15K. In sample H the already observed strain 
splitting becomes more pronounced through the narrowing. 
Sample L also shows a splitting of the R-line when FLN is 
employed. For sample H two different kinds of experiments 
have been undertaken. In one instance the wavelength of 
the pump laser was kept constant and the Fabry-Perot 
interferometer was scanned (fig B2-12). In a second 
experiment the interferometer was left at a fixed
56
ENERGY
Fig B2-10 : Florescence line narrowing of the R-line
(698.lnm) in MgO:Cr(0.1%) at T=15K, (a) inhomogeneouslyebroadend line, contribution of the different Cr isotopsA
are indicated, (b)-(d) narrowed lines, pump laser fixed
at the position indicated by the arrow and emission 
analysed in high resolution.
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EXCITATION ENERGY ------- >
Fig B2-11 : Florescence line narrowing of the R-line
(698.lnm) in MgO:Cr(0.6%) at 15K, wavelength of the
pump laser scanned, (a) excitation spectrum of the
oinhomogeneous ly broadened R-line, emission monitored 
in low resolution, (b)-(d) emission monitored in 
high resolution at the position indicated by the
arrow.
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0.2 c m
ENERGY ------ >
Fig B2-12 : Florescence line narrowing of the
R-line in MgO:Cr(0.6%) at 15K, (a) inhomogeneously
Q_broadend line, (b)-(e) emission analysed in high 
resolution and pump laser fixed at the position
indicated by the arrow
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wavelength while the wavelength of the laser was 
continously changed (B2-11). The two experiments differ 
from one another in the sense that the energy transfer 
from the pump to the monitor position occurs in opposite 
directions.
In the FLN measurements centres with similar 
splittings are selectively excited. This process narrows 
the lines and makes the splitting more pronounced. Pumping 
further away from the middle of the line increases the 
splitting. The smallest observed linewidth was 0.08 cm 
(about 3GHz). Recent photo echo measurements (Manson et 
al. 81) revealed a dephasing time of about 20 nsec for Cr 
ions at cubic sites. This corresponds to an homogeneous 
linewidth of 40 MHz and indicates, that the linewidth of 
the pulsed laser (about 1 GHz) is too large to completely 
overcome the inhomogeneous broadening.
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Cl.l CADMIUM SULPHIDE 
Cl.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Cadmium sulphide (CdS) is a member of the II-VI class of 
compound semiconductors. Its bandgap lies in the visible 
wavelength region. When stimulated with ultra-violet (UV) 
light CdS shows bright blue-green luminescence. High 
quality, unstrained crystals can be grown readily at 
moderate temperatures. Thes£e properties have generated a 
considerable amount of interest in this material and have 
made CdS a potential candidate for electrooptical devices.
The high photoconductivity has been commercially 
utilized to fabricate light meters and nuclear radiation 
detectors. Lasing action has been achieved. Silver-doped 
CdS is used as a phosphor.
A major problem with CdS from a device point of view 
is that it has not yet proven possible to produce p-type 
conducting material. This has been attributed to 
"selfcompensation" (Mandel 1964). When CdS is doped with 
acceptors, compensating native donors, which are thought 
to be sulfur vacancies, are created simultaneously. Hence 
homo-pn-junctions of the form CdS(n)/CdS(p) cannot be 
fabricated. However, some heterojunctions like 
CdS(n)/CuS(p) show considerable promise and are employed
64
in the manufacture of photovoltaic solar cells.
CdS has also been found to be piezoelectric, and is 
thus used to generate, amplify and detect ultrasonic 
waves.
The presence of deep electron and hole traps inside 
the bandgap gives CdS the ability to store energy at low 
temperatures over long periods of time (Warschauer and 
Reynolds 1960), and makes energy up-conversion possible 
(Perry and Schmidt 1978): CdS emits green light (520 nm) 
when stimulated by a He-Ne laser ( 632.8 nm) .
A review of the properties and characteristics of the 
II-VI compounds in general, and CdS in particular, has 
been given by Ray (1969).
Cl.1.2 CRYSTAL GROWTH
The melting point of CdS is 1750° C at 100 atm 
pressure, and the material sublimes at temperatures higher 
than about 900°C. Bulk crystals are grown either from the 
melt by the Bridgeman technique or more easily from the 
vapour phase employing different transport techniques. 
Vapour growth in a two-zone furnace using a rapid argon 
gas stream as transport medium (Nassau and Shiever 1972) 
can produce high quality platelets within a few hours.
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Cl.1.3 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
CdS crystalizes under normal conditions in a wurtzite
structure, each cadmium atom being surrounded by a
tetrahedron of sulphur atoms and vice versa (see figure
Cl-1). The bond length along the c-axes is about one
percent shorter than the bond length of non-axial pairs.
©Given the dimension of the unit cell as c=6.714A and
oa=4.136A (Reeber and Kulp 1965) and the bond lengths as 
2.51 and 2.53 A (Taylor et al 1971), the non-axial pairs 
make an angle of 70.5 degrees with the c-axis.
The c/a ratio in hexagonal II-VI semiconductors is 
very sensitive to crystal imperfections, thermal stresses 
and impurity content. In particular, CdS exhibits a large 
spread in the experimental c/a ratio (Reeber and Kulp 
1965). However the associated uncertainty of the bond 
angles does not exceed ±2 degrees.
Figure Cl-2 shows the unit cell of CdS together with a 
projection of four unit cells onto the xy-plane. The 
diagram demonstrates three possible interstitial sites 
which will be referred to in the later discussion. The 
sites II and 13 are crystallographically equivalent.
Cl.1.4 BAND STRUCTURE
Cadmium sulphide is a direct bandgap semiconductor. In 
the tight-binding approximation the valence and conduction
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C-AXIS
SULPHUR
CADMIUM
Fig Cl—1 : Nearest neighbour configuration of
hexagonal CdS
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Fig Cl-2(a) : Unit cell of hexagonal CdS;
I ^ / I2 /1 3 indicate possible 
interstitial sites.
Fig Cl-2(b) : Projection of 4 unit cells onto
the xy-plane.
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band states at the centre of the Brillouin zone are linear 
combinations of cadmium 5s and 5p and sulphur 3s and 3p 
orbitals. However lower conduction band wavefunctions are 
mainly formed from sulphur s-orbitals (having only spin 
degeneracy) while upper valence band wavefunctions can be 
described to a good approximation by cadmium p-orbitals 
(both spin and orbitally degenerate). In the quasicubic 
approximation (Hopfield I960, Adler 1962, Henry et al 
1969-a) the hexagonal structure of CdS is considered as a 
distorted cubic Zincblend structure. Although a cubic 
crystal field does not lift the degeneracy of the 
p-orbitals, spin-orbit coupling splits the valence band 
into an upper fourfold degenerate band and a lower band 
with twofold degeneracy (figure Cl-3(a)). The hexagonal 
crystal field splits the fourfold-degenerate band further, 
resulting in a total of three valence sub-bands, each 
twofold degenerate.
The wavefunctions are invariant under the operations 
of the space group C6v of the lattice. Their symmetries 
are described by the irreducible representations I\ of C6v 
(Birman 1959). The band structure of CdS at k=0 along with 
band symmetries and angular momenta are illustrated in 
figure Cl-3(b)
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V 1 ?
P -L IK E ..................  SPIN ORBIT HEXAGONAL
ELECTRONIC INTERACTION CRYSTAL FIELD
WAVEFUNCTIOhi (CUBIC CRYSTAL
FIELD )
Fig Cl-3(a) : Splitting of the valence band
for CdS
16 me V
Fig Cl-3(b) : Band structure of CdS
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Cl.1.5 OPTICAL PROPERTIES
An energy bandgap of 2.38 eV (520 nm) at room 
temperature results in the crystal being transparent to 
orange and red light and gives it a yellow-orange colour. 
Photons with an energy higher than the bandgap are 
strongly absorbed and transfer electrons from the valence 
band to the conduction band creating electron-hole pairs. 
Due to the high capture cross section of impurities many 
of the free electrons and holes will be caught by donors 
and acceptors (Lax I960, Colbow and Nyberg 1968). Unless 
the impurity content is extremely low, the dominant decay 
channels will be those which are associated with 
inpurities. Recombination of bound excitons, free 
electrons with bound holes (conduction band to acceptor) 
and bound electrons with bound holes (donor to acceptor) 
are predominant in CdS. The presence of deep and complex 
centres enhances the probability of nonradiative decay by 
the Auger effect or multiphonon decay (Pankove 1971).
At low temperatures (77°K and below) nominally pure 
CdS usually shows bright green emission after 
electron-hole pairs have been created. Spectral analysis 
of the emitted light reveals many sharp lines in the 
region between the bandgap energy and 510 nm. This 
so-called blue edge emission is caused by the decay of 
excitons. Using Zeeman spectroscopy, Thomas and Hopfield 
(1962) showed that the two dominant lines at 488.8nm (II)
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and 486.7nm (12) are associated with the recombination of 
excitons bound at shallow neutral acceptors (ID and 
donors (12). For some crystals II or 12 consist of more 
than one line indicating the presence of several shallow 
donors or acceptors with slightly different ionisation 
energies.
The green edge emission between 510 and 550 nm 
consists of two mutually overlapping emission bands, each 
showing a rather broad zero-phonon line with succesive 
phonon replicas. The relative emission intensity of the 
two bands is strongly temperature dependent. At helium 
temperatures the low energy series (LES, zero phonon line 
at 517.6nm) is usually dominant, but it disappears above 
50°K, where only the high energy series (HES, zero phonon 
line at 512.5nm) remains. A luminescence spectrum of the 
total edge emission from the sample used in most of our 
experiments is shown in figure Cl-4.
The LES has been interpreted as radiative 
electron-hole recombination of distant donor acceptor 
pairs (Pedrotti and Reynolds 1960). The peak position of 
the zero phonon line shifts to lower energy with delay of 
observation time after pulsed excitation (Colbow 1966) and 
with increase of cw pump intensity (Thomas et al 1967), 
two characteristic features of distant pair recombination. 
In addition line narrowing at high excitation intensities 
has also been reported (Thomas et al 1967). Henry et al
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(1969) observed discrete pair lines which converge on a 
distant pair peak at 517.6nm. As final proof, the magnetic 
resonance of the bound electrons (Brunwin et al 1976) and 
holes (Patel et al 1981) has been measured in ODMR 
experiments and correlated with the LES emission bands.
There exist different opinions about the nature of the 
HES. One model interprets the HES emission as radiative 
recombination of free electrons with bound holes (Pedrotti 
and Reynolds 1960, Colbow 1966), or similar to a 
transition from an excited donor state to an acceptor 
(Dyakin et al 1980). A different interpretation (Gutsche 
and Goede 1970, Goede and Fink 1974) suggests 
electron-hole recombination involving donor-acceptor 
associates on next nearest neighbour sites.
Donor-acceptor recombination of close pairs involving 
double donors (Henry et al 1969-b) and double acceptors 
(Reynolds et al 1975) has also been reported as a series 
of discrete, sharp lines. Associated broad emission bands 
were not observed.
Intentional doping with Cu(e.g. Ralph 1979), Ag(Colbow 
and Yuen), P and As (Tell 1970), Te (Fukushima and 
Shionoya 1976), or Al (Susa et al 1975) and creation of 
lattice defects by electron radiation (e.g. Kulp 1962) or 
heat treatments (e.g. Susa et al 1976-a) produces broad 
and featureless emission bands at lower energies. These 
are all characterized by a large bandwidth caused by
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strong electron-phonon interaction (Ermolovich et al 1975, 
Henry 1980). The centres responsible for the low energy 
emission have energy levels deep inside the bandgap, while 
shallow centres are involved in the edge emission.
Cl.1.6 IMPURITY AND DEFECT CENTRES
Most of the electrical and optical properties observed 
in CdS are influenced or dominated by impurity ions and 
lattice defects. For instance it is well known that the 
comparatively low intrinsic conductivity of pure 
semiconductors is increased by many orders of magnitude by 
doping with shallow donors or acceptors. For CdS, shallow 
centres also give rise to the edge emission.
Li and Na at substitutional sites act as simple 
shallow acceptors (hole binding energy of about 170 meV), 
while Li and Na at interstitial sites and F,Cl,Br,I,Ga and 
In at substitutional sites form simple shallow donors with 
an binding energy of about 30 meV (Henry et al 1971, 
Nassau and Shiever 1972). Different impurities can be 
distinguished via the exact position of the sharp exciton 
emission lines II and 12. Unless extreme care is taken the 
starting material for crystal growth contains usually 
small traces of Na (O.lppm) and Cl (lppm), enough to 
produce the green edge emission even in nominally undoped 
crystals (Nassau and Shiever 1972). Some shallow energy 
levels are also attributed to centers involving a lattice
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defect (Yu et al 1978, Susa et al 1976-a).
Deeper impurity centers act as traps for electrons and 
holes, as compensation centers for acceptors, as quenching 
centers of luminescence or as luminescence centers 
themselves. P, Cu, Ag, As, Te, vacancies and interstitials 
or combinations of lattice defects with impurities are 
known to produce such "deep-level" centres. One example of 
the latter type is the cadmium vacancy associated with a 
simple donor which gives rise to the self activated 
emission around 750 nm (Susa et al 1976-b).
During the last twenty years extensive research has 
been undertaken to find and identify deep centers in CdS. 
Different techniques such as absorption spectroscopy 
(infrared and visible), luminescence spectroscopy, 
thermally and optically stimulated conductivity (TSC 
and OSC) and deep level transient spectroscopy have been 
employed. They provide information about the depth of the 
energy levels and the electrical nature of the center, but 
the chemical nature and structure of the defect is often 
only subject to speculation. Controlled doping, heat 
treatment or irradiation with high energy particles 
usually produce more than one kind of center. Furthermore 
it appears that different centers can have similar 
ionisation energies. These facts have generated a lot of 
confusion and contradictive interpretations. For example
U-it has not yet been possible to rigo^rosly identify the
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donor responsible for selfcompensation in CdS.
The g-tensor is a good fingerprint for a paramagnetic 
impurity center. However, the number of existing centers 
in semiconductors is often too small to make EPR 
measurements possible. For EPR measurements of shallow 
donors and acceptors it is even necessary to keep the 
concentration of centres down. Because of the large Bohr 
radius of weakly bound electrons and holes strong overlap 
of the spin wavefunctions produce a broadening of the EPR 
lines through spin-spin interaction, and thus eliminate 
much of the useful structure in the spectrum. Because of 
the broad and structureless emission bands Zeeman 
spectroscopy does not provide an access to the g-tensor 
either. Optically detected magnetic resonance with its 
high sensitivity seems to be an appropriate and promising 
technique to study low concentrations of deep lying defect
centers in CdS.
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Cl.2 OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE 
Cl.2.1 PRINCIPLE OF ODMR
In recent years optically-detected magnetic resonance 
(ODMR) has been established as a powerful technique to 
study electron-hole recombination processes in 
semiconductors (Cavenett 1981). The major advantages of 
the technique are its high sensitivity which allows the 
investigation of nominally undoped samples, and the direct 
linkage it provides between a particular emission process 
and a magnetic resonance spectrum.
The observation of ODMR is made possible by the spin 
dependence of an electron-hole recombination process. For 
example, spin dependence of the donor-acceptor 
recombination in CdS is caused by spin selection rules. 
Donors have a spin of J = 1/2 while shallow acceptors are 
in first approximation described by | M = t3/2> 
wavefunctions (see figure Cl-3). To conserve the total 
angular momentum the decay of an electron-hole pair with 
parallel spins would require the emitted photon to carry a 
total spin of 2ft. Since photons have quantised angular 
momenta of 1,0 or -1 (ft), this is not possible, and 
therefore the recombination of a parallel spin pair is 
forbidden.
The resulting ODMR mechanism is illustrated in figure
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Cl-5. After creation by optical excitation (A), free 
electrons and holes are captured by donors and acceptors 
(B). Due to spin selection rules close pairs with parallel 
spins are not allowed to recombine (B). However a 
microwave induced spin flip (C) of either electron or hole 
(in our example the electron) makes recombination possible 
(D). In an applied magnetic field there are four different 
spin states for loosely coupled electron-hole pairs (see 
figure Cl-6). As discussed above, the recombination of 
pairs with parallel spins which occupy levels 1 and 4 is 
forbidden. As a result the populations of levels 2 and 3 
will be smaller than those of levels 1 and 4. A resonant 
microwave field which is suddenly switched on transfers 
pairs from levels 1 and 4 to 2 and 3, and therefore gives 
rise to an increase of the emission intensity.
This particular ODMR mechanism only works as long as 
the occupied donor-acceptor pairs are isolated (Verity 
1980). If for example one donor is situated close to 
several acceptors, there is a high probability that one of 
the holes has a spin antiparallel to that of the bound 
electron. Whatever the spin direction, the electron is 
always able to find a suitable partner. The recombination 
process is not spin dependent any more and ODMR will not 
be observed.
This example describes only one of many observed ODMR 
mechanisms. It has been chosen because of its similarity
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Fig Cl-6 : Zeeman level diagram of weakly coupled 
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to the model proposed to describe our own ODMR results. 
For a general review of ODMR in semiconductors and ionic 
crystals see (Cavenett 1981, Cavenett 1980, Davies 1976, 
Geschwind 1972).
A schematic diagram of an ODMR spectrometer is shown 
in figure Cl-7. The microwaves are chopped at a chosen 
frequency, and the change in emission intensity is 
monitored by a phase sensitive detector. Magnetic field 
scans (fixed microwave frequency) for different 
orientations of the crystal relative to the magnetic field 
axis enable measurements of the g-tensor of the inpurity 
centres involved in the ODMR process.
Usually all emission is monitored. To find out which 
of several emission bands is associated with a given 
g-tensor (impurity), a monochromator is used to analyse 
the light, while the magnetic field is kept constant at 
the given resonant field strength.
On the other hand scanning the magnetic field while 
monitoring only one specific emission band will result in 
ODMR signals of only those centers involved in the chosen 
emission band.
Both experiments mentioned above introduce a certain 
amount of selectivity. But obviously more than one 
impurity centre can be related to a certain emission band 
(i.e. both a donor and an acceptor in DA-recombination),
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also one impurity centre can be associated with several 
emission bands (i.e. a given donor can recombine with 
different acceptors).
The size S of the ODMR signal is given (Geschwind 
1972) by the number of photons emitted per unit time n/T 
(n=number of emitting centres, T=lifetime of excited 
state) multiplied by the fraction f of photons collected 
and focused onto the photomultiplier, by the efficiency E 
of the photomultiplier and by the microwave induced 
fractional change in emission a:
S = a E f n/T
Assuming that the only noise source is shot noise
N = (E f n/T)15
(N is noise per unit bandwidth) we end up with a signal to 
noise ratio
S/N = (a2 f E n/T) 15
For a lifetime of 1 microsec, a fractional change in 
emission intensity of 0.1%, a collection effiency of 0.001 
and PMT efficiency of 0.01% it can be calculated that a 
minimum number of 10 emitting centers may be detected 
(for S/N-ratio of unity and a 1 sec timeconstant).
In comparison manufacturers of commercial EPR 
spectrometers quote typically 1010 per gauss of linewidth 
as the minimum number of detectable paramagnetic centers,
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three orders of magnitude worse than the value calculated 
for ODMR.
To summarise, ODMR is a very powerful technique to 
study low concentrations of impurity centers. It is able 
to link a given impurity to an emission band and vice 
versa. Analysis of the time dependence of the ODMR signal 
can give insight in the dynamics of recombination 
processes (Dunston 1979). Exciting the samples with above 
bandgap laser light makes it possible to selectively study 
ion-implanted layers (Verity 1981).
However, the centres to be studied have to be 
paramagnetic. Spin dependent decay processes are necessary 
to create and/or observe an imbalance in the populations 
of an Zeeman energy level system. To monitor the change in 
population induced by an applied microwave field, 
radiative recombination is necessary somewhere in the 
chain of decay processes.
Cl.2.2 ODMR IN CDS
In CdS ODMR has been observed as a change in total 
emission intensity (green edge emission) as well as a 
change in circular polarisation (II, 12, green-edge 
emission). The exciton lines are associated with a donor 
resonance (12) at g|j =1.789 and an exciton resonance (II) 
again at g =1.789 (Dawson et al 1978-a). One shallow donor
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(<gII =1.789) and two acceptors (gl|j=2.829 , g2||=2.733) were 
found to be connected with the green edge emission (Patel 
et al 1981, Brunwin et al 1976). As expected the acceptor 
resonances are highly anisotropic reflecting the |j=3/2,M 
t= 3/2> character of the upper valence band wavefunctions. 
In first order no perpendicular Zeeman effect is expected 
for such states. Pulsed optically detected magnetic 
resonance (Dawson et al 1978-b) revealed a spin lattice 
relaxation time of about 10 microsec for the shallow 
donor. Up to now, optically detected magnetic resonance of 
deeper impurity centres in CdS has not been reported.
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C2.1 INTRODUCTION
The optically-detected magnetic resonance spectrometer 
used in this work was constructed jointly by the author 
and Dr. A. Edgar, of this department. Since an account of 
the system has not previously been published, this chapter 
gives details of the spectrometer construction with 
particular emphasis on the computer based control 
electronics, designed and built by the author. Figure C2-1 
shows a block diagram of the apparatus. As indicated, it 
can roughly be divided into four parts:
1. cryostat and superconducting magnet
2. microwave system
3. optical system
4. experimental control system
This chapter will describe in detail each of the four 
subsystems.
C2.2 CRYOSTAT AND SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
The apparatus is built around an Oxford Instruments 
exchange-gas cryostat which contains a split pair 
superconducting magnet. The lower end of the cryostat is
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illustrated in figure C2-2. The bore of the magnet is wide 
enough so that a microwave X-band waveguide and cavity can 
be inserted from above (axially). Four horizontal bores 
allow optical access to the centre of the magnet. The 
windows are arranged to give a 17 mm clear aperature and 
suit f5 optics. The outer windows can be replaced by 15 cm 
lenses to collect the emitted light or focus the exciting 
light. The maximum supply current for the magnet coils is 
60 A, which produces a maximum magnetic field of 3 tesla. 
The field homogeneity is quoted as better then 3 parts in 
105 over a volume of 1 cm3 .
The magnet is driven by a 60 A power supply (Oxford 
Instrument PS60). The current (field) can be either set 
manually via a potentiometer or be controlled externally 
by applying a voltage between 0V (=0A) and 5V (=60A) to 
the power supply. The stability of the power supply is 
quoted as 3 parts in 105 .
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
Ideally the magnetic field should be measured by a 
calibrated Hall probe located close to the sample. The 
available low temperature Hall probes had a sensitivity of 
only 0.75 mV/kG. There is also no convenient place in the 
centre of the magnet to which the Hall probe could be 
fixed, and mounting on the cavity body has attendant 
problems of misalignment and temperature sensitivity of
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Fig C2-2 : Lower end of the ODMR cryostat
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the Hall coefficient. It therefore was decided to use the 
supply current as a monitor of the magnetic field. The 
current is fed through a water-cooled 3.7 milliohm 
"standard resistor", and the voltage across the resistor 
is measured by a digital voltmeter. To calibrate the 
magnetic field the nuclear magnetic resonance of protons 
and Li-nuclei were measured at different field strenghts 
over the range 0.2 to 1.7 tesla. Calibration points at 
lower field strengths were obtained using the electron 
paramagnetic resonance of Er3+ ions in CaF (microwave 
frequency determined by a HP frequency meter, and exact 
g-values are known (Edgar 1974)). All data could be fitted 
by a least squares fit to the following formula:
H (gauss) = -12.3 + 134880 * V + 2252 * V2
where V is the voltage in volts across the standard 
resistor. The slight nonlinearity is probably caused by a 
change in value of the standard resistor at higher 
currents due to heating, although this effect is minimized 
by locating the resistor in a water-cooled oil bath. The 
field can be measured absolutely within 13 gauss and 
relatively with an accuracy of ±1 gauss over the 
calibrated range of 0 to 1.7 tesla.
A variable resistor ("superconducting switch") 
connected in parallel with the coils allows the
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superconducting magnet to be run in persistant mode. The 
resistance of the "switch" is controlled by a heater. If 
the heater is turned off, the resistance drops to zero and 
the current circulates permanently in a loop (see figure 
C2-3(a)). However, the presence of such a resistor means 
that, when the supply current has the form of a linear 
ramp, as during a field scan, the actual field lags behind 
the measured field. In addition, there is a nonlinear 
response at the start and end of a scan. But these effects 
can be calculated and taken into account, as follows. The 
current through the coil I for a supply current I =Li
l(0)+kt is given by (see figure C2-3(a)):
1 -  1 R
1(0) + kt - V/R 
1(0) + kt - L/R * dl /dt
This leads to a differential equation for I :L
dIL/dt + R/L * IL = 1(0) + kt
with the solution
IT = 1(0) + kt - DItU L
DIl = -k * L/R * (1 - exp((R/L)*-t))
The time dependence of I and I are shown in figureL
C2-3(b). The inductance L of the coils was measured by
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CURRENT SUPPLY
" STANDARD" 
RESISTOR
SUPERCONDUCTING 
I SWITCH
MAGNET
COILS
Fig C2-3(a) : Circuit diagram of the magnet
coil connections
CURRENT
TIME
Fig C2-3(b) : Time dependence of the magnet
current I for a linear ramp of
I_i
the supply current I
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sweeping the current at a given rate and measuring the 
induced voltage across the magnet. L is about 10 henry and 
the resistor is known to be 4 ohm. This gives a time 
constant L/R of 2.5 sec. For a typical sweep rate of 1000 
gauss per 200 sec a lag of 12.5 gauss is calculated. At 
the beginning of the scan the change in magnetic field is 
nonlinear for about 5 time constants. Data are taken 
during the ramping time of the current I, not IL , so that 
the magnetic field range, over which data are taken, is 
k*(L/R) gauss smaller than the range which has been 
scanned.
TEMPERATURE MONITOR AND CONTROL
The temperature can be varied between 300K and 4.2K by 
increasing or decreasing the helium exchange-gas pressure 
in the sample space. Regulation over a more limited range 
is possible by supplying a current to a heater mounted 
onto the cavity. For accurate control a PID temperature 
controller can be used.
A four-terminal carbon glass resistor also mounted 
onto the cavity is employed to monitor the temperature. 
This type of sensor was chosen because of its 
insensitivity to magnetic fields at low temperatures. The 
four calibration points taken at 4.2K, 77K and two 
different room temperatures have been fitted to the 
formula (Lawless 1972):
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log R = A + B/TP
where R is the resistance in ohm and T the temperature in 
Kelvin. The fitted values of the coefficients are
A = 0.82371
B = 5.5485
P = 0.56287
The carbon glass sensor is used for measurements of 
temperatures smaller than about 40K where its sensitivity 
is greatest; for higher temperatures a conventional 
copper-constantan thermocouple is available.
C2.3 MICROWAVE SYSTEM
Figure C2-4 shows a schematic diagram of the microwave 
X-band system. The microwaves are generated by a Gunn 
diode (Varian VSX 9011LH). The frequency is mechanically 
tuneable between 9.2 and 9.9 GHz and electronically over a 
range of 30 MHz, and the specified output power is 250 mW. 
Losses in the different microwave components reduce this 
level to about 90 mW at the input of the cavity.
In ODMR experiments the microwaves are chopped by a 
pin modulator (HP 8735A). The off-attenuation is quoted as 
35dB. Square wave modulating signals whose frequency is
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GUNN POWER
DIODE SUPPLY
~ ~ l  1
A U T O M A T IC
ISOLATOR FREQUENCY
*--- CON TR OL
CAVITY
MAGNET COILS 
FIELD MODULATION COIL
PREAMP
10 dB
DIR ECTIONAL
CAVITY
MATCHEDWAVE DETECTOR
COUPLER METER LOAD
Fig C2-4 : Block diagram of the microwave X-band 
system
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adjustable from 50 Hz to 50 kHz are provided by the HP8403 
"modulator". A rise time of 30 nsec and a decay time of 20 
nsec are specified for the pin modulator when driven by 
the HP8403. For the chopped microwave power a risetime of 
100 nsec has been measured at the resonance frequency of 
the cavity. This value is limited by the damping factor of 
the cavity.
The TE 102 rectangular cavity is illustrated in figure 
C2-5. Two of the holes in the cavity walls accept tuning 
screws which are used to tune the resonance frequency 
(9.245 GHz at 4.2K when both screws are removed). The 
other four holes are situated at an equal height level, 
allowing optical access to the centre of the cavity from 
three sides. On two of these optical access points, the 
aperture may be adjusted by a series of fixed inserts. A 
worm wheel, which is driven from the top of the cryostat, 
is placed in front of the fourth hole. A piece of teflon 
screwed into the worm wheel serves as a sample holder. 
Rotating the worm wheel will rotate the sample. An 
internal single-turn loop is used for field modulation in 
conventional EPR.
The coupling between the cavity and waveguide is also 
shown in figure C2-5. The waveguide is narrowed just above 
the cavity by brass inserts so that, in the absence of any 
dielectric, the waveguide is beyond cut-off. A piece of 
teflon can be inserted into the narrow slit to adjust the
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coupling. The cavity is separated from the waveguide by a 
thin metal plate with a 6 mm coupling hole.
The Q-factor has been estimated in two ways: (a) by
measuring the width of the cavity dip and (b) by measuring 
the response (damping) of the cavity to a step function of 
microwave power. In both cases a Q of about 3000 was 
calculated. The cavity and part of the waveguide were 
designed by Dr A. Edgar and built within the department.
The microwave induced transition rate between two 
Zeemanlevels m and m+1 is given as (Pake and Estle 1973):
M(m,m+1) = 1/4 Y2 H^2 (j(j+l) - m(m±l)) g(v)
H-^ describes the amplitude of the magnetic rf-field inside
the cavity, j the angular momentum, g(v ) the density of
states and y is the gyromagnetic ratio. According to
Poole (1967) a TE102 mode rectangular cavity with a
quality factor Q and incident microwave power of P watts
produces an average rf-field at the cavity centre of
H(gauss)=(2*10 3 *Q*P)^ . For Q=3000 and P=90mW a field
amplitude of about 0.73 gauss is expected. With g=1.8 and
1 3j=l/2 a transition rate of about 10 has been estimated. 
Spin-spin interaction reduces the rate to M=10 *T2, where
T2 is the transverse relaxation time.
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C2.4 OPTICAL SYSTEM
Either a cw ion argon laser (Spectra Physics 171) or a 
pulsed dye laser (Molectron DL 14, pumped by the Molectron 
UV 12 nitrogen laser) are employed to optically excite the 
crystals. When run in "light control mode" the lasing 
intensity of the argon laser is stable within 0.5 %, and a 
noise level of 0.5 % is quoted. The laser systems are 
discussed in more detail in chapter Bl.
The emitted light is collected by a 15 cm lens and 
analysed by a 3/4 m Spex monochromator. A 10 cm wide 
grating (600 groves per mm) blazed at 1.6 micron disperses
othe light. Working in the spectral range around 5000A the
grating was used in second order to maximize its
oefficiency. A spectral resolutuion of 11 A per mm slitwith
g,is quoted for the monochromator under th^ rse conditions.
The light is detected by an EMI 9659B photomultiplier 
tube. Depending on the bandwidth needed, either a simple 
50 ohm load resistor (combined cable-resistance bandwidth 
about 100 MHz) or a circuit built around an Analog Devices 
LM725 operational amplifier (bandwidth about 1 MHz) are 
employed as a current to voltage converter. The voltage 
signal is fed alternatively in the differential input 
stage of an lock-in amplifier (PAR 126), into a two 
channel boxcar averager (PAR 162) or directly into the 
signal averager (PAR 4204), depending on the experiment.
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The scanning of the magnet or the monochromator and the 
collection of data by the signal averager is synchronized 
by a microcomputer (see figure C2-6).
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C2.5 EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A microcomputer (Commodore CBM 4016) is employed to 
perform the following tasks:
(a) scan the magnetic field
(b) read and display the magnetic field
(c) read and display the temperature
(d) drive the signal averager
(e) drive the monochromator
The flowchart in figure C2-7 illustrates the functions of 
the CBM4016 during an ODMR experiment.
To scan the magnetic field the supply current to the 
magnet is externally controlled by applying a voltage 
between 0v (current=0A) and 5V (current=60A) to the power 
supply. Since the microcomputer cannot provide such an 
output directly, an interface has been built, which is 
described below.
The monochromator and the signal averager are simply 
controlled by TTL pulses. To step the monochromator, a 
pulse is applied to its stepping motor drive. The step 
width has to be selected at the motor drive. For the 
signal averager two control lines are necessary, one to 
start the sweep and one to advance the channel during the
106
SCAN
FINISHED
MORE
SCANS STOP
READ AND DISPLAY
MAGNETIC FIELD
(TIME CONSTANT )
WAIT
INCREMENT 
NUMBER OF SCANS
MAGNETIC FIELD
STEP
READ AND DISPLAY
M A G N E T IC  FIELD
AND TEMPERATURE
AVERAGER
SIGNAL
START
START POSITION
SWEEP MAGNETIC
FIELD DOWN TO
(STORE SAMPLED 
SIGNAL)
ADVANCE CHANNEL 
OF SIGNAL AVER.
Fig C2-7 : Flowchart for the control of an 
ODMR experiment
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sweep. There is a choice between 1024 and 2048 channels 
per sweep.
As mentioned above, to determine the magnetic field 
strength the supply current to the coils is measured as a 
voltage across a "standard resistor". The field is 
calculated with the help of the calibration function. A 
carbon glass resistor is used as a temperature 
transducer.
Voltage and resistance are both measured by a 
programmable 5 digit digital multimeter (Keithley 192) 
equipped with an IEEE 488 interface. The quantity to be 
measured, the range and the sampling rate are selected by 
the microcomputer via the IEEE bus.
INTERFACE TO THE MAGNET POWER SUPPLY
The interface is designed so that the scan range of 
the magnetic field (scan width and position of the centre 
field) is set manually via rotary switches. Both scan 
width and centre field can be chosen anywhere between 0 
and 3 tesla. The microcomputer controls the magnetic field 
within the selected scan range with an accuracy of 1/4096 
of the scan width.
A schematic diagram of the design is shown in figure 
C2-8. The circuit is built around a 12 bit digital to 
analog converter (DATEL DAC-HK12) which obtains its
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digital input from a 12 bit up/down counter. An array of 
LED's monitors the status and stepping of the counter. At 
"power up" the counter is initialised to "1000 0000 0000" 
which corresponds to a DAC analog output of Ov. It is 
stepped up or down by the CBM4016 via two control lines. 
The digital to analog converter is connected so as to 
generate a voltage between -5V (input"0000 0000 0000") and 
+5V (digital input "1111 1111 1111"). The output is scaled 
down by a Kelvin-Varley voltage divider to a selected scan 
width.
A lOv voltage reference and another Kelvin-Varley 
divider generate a variable offset voltage corresponding 
to the centre field. The two voltages are then added and 
divided by two. Adding and dividing invert the polarity so 
that at the end the sign has to be changed again to make 
the output positive. For protection of the magnet power 
supply, Zener diodes are employed to restrict the output 
voltage to between -0.7V and 5.1V. The introduction of 
these diodes leads to a nonlinear response of the 
interface above 2 tesla. This did not affect our 
measurements, but care should be taken if the magnet is 
swept above 2 tesla.
The Kelvin-Varley voltage divider are adjustable each 
via three 9 position rotary switches and one 
potentiometer. The switches are calibrated in gauss, as 
they correspond to multiples of 10000, 1000 and 100 gauss.
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Fine adjustments down to one gauss are obtained through 
the potentiometer. For example, setting the three centre 
field switches to 1, 5 and 3 and dialing the potentiometer 
up to 46 % corresponds to a centre field setting of 15346 
gauss. But the calibration is only accurate within 5% in 
the region from 0 to 2 tesla, and becomes worse at higher 
fields. This is caused by the fact that the input offset 
voltages of the output amplifiers have not been nulled. In 
addition, the amplifier output stage shows a small
nonlinear response over the range from 0 to 2 tesla. As 
mentioned before, the nonlinearity becomes stronger above 
2 tesla because of the Zener diodes.
However, since the actual magnetic field is
continously measured and displayed, the centre field and 
scan range can be easily checked and adjusted to any 
values within the accuracy of the magnetic field 
measurement. The nonlinearity is neglegible below 2 tesla 
for scan ranges in the kilogauss region. The stability of 
the output voltage is limited by the temperature
dependence of the input offset voltage of the 741E 
operational amplifiers used in the output stage. The 
quoted maximum temperature coefficient of 15 microvolt per 
degree Celsius corresponds to a change of 0.5 gauss per 
°C. Temperature drifts of the scan range or the centre 
field larger than one gauss are detectable by the magnetic 
field monitor, and therefore can be accounted for.
Ill
Circuit diagrams of the whole design including the power 
supply are given in the appendix. The digital part was 
implemented on a double sided printed circuit board while 
power supply and analog output stage are built onto 
veroboard.
INPUT/OUTPUT OF THE MICROCOMPUTER
The microcomputer uses a IEEE 488 interface to 
communicate with an "intelligent" device. Programs for 
handling the rather complicated handshaking routines to 
input or output data via the IEEE bus are provided by the 
CBM4016. They can be initiated by simple basic statments.
To control the magnetic field, the signal averager and 
the monochromator a second I/O port is used, the so called 
parallel user port, which is based on the 6522 Versatile 
Interface Adapter (VIA). The VIA is a rather complex I/O 
chip consisting of 16 8-bit registers which include 3 I/O 
buffers. The user port provides access to I/O buffer A. 
All registers are programmable as memory locations. The 
user port is described in more detail in the appendix.
For scanning the magnetic field and stepping the 
signal averager one line which provides trigger pulses 
(clock) and five control lines are needed (see figure
C2-8)
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(a) count down 12 bit counter (PA3)
(b) count up 12 bit counter (PA4)
(c) start sweep of signal averager (PA5)
(d) advance channel of signal averager (PA6)
(e) load DAC (PA7)
The pin connections to the user port are given in brackets 
(see appendix). The pulses are generated by a serial shift 
register which is also part of the VIA (output at CB2). 
For instance, loading the shift register with "00111100" 
and initiating a shift will produce one positive pulse at 
CB2, "10101010" generates four pulses. The shift rate is 
controlled by timer#2 which is again part of the VIA, and 
the shift is automatically initiated by the loading 
process.
Usually 1024 data points are collected for one 
spectrum. For a 12 bit counter 4096 triggers are 
necessarry to complete one scan. Therefore four triggers 
are applied to go to the next field position by loading 
the Shiftregister once with "10101010" (loading initiates 
shift).
The connections between the microcomputer and the 
various components of the apparatus are illustrated in 
figure C2-9.
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SOFTWARE SUPPORT
A program has been developed to facilitate the usage of 
the microcomputer. Different subroutines are available to
can be used without prior instructions. During an 
experiment the screen of the microcomputer displays the 
following informations
(a) sample temperature (measured after each scan)
(b) current magnetic field (measured "continously")
(c) start field of scan (measured before each scan)
(d) end field of scan (measured after each scan)
(e) scan width (calculated after each scan)
(f) scan time (measured for each scan)
Various additional information is given for the different 
subroutines. For instance, for signal averaging the 
selected number of scans and the number of scans already 
completed are displayed. In addition, the operator is told 
which keys to press in case he wants to stop signal 
averaging immediately or after the current scan.
It is noted that the program does not correct for the 
effects associated with the L/R time constant of the 
magnet, which have been mentioned in section C2.2.
The program is self explanatory and
115
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C3.1 ODMR MEASUREMENTS 
C3.1.1 INTRODUCTION
Nominally undoped cadmium sulfide has been investigated by 
the technique of optically-detected magnetic resonance. At 
low microwave chopping frequencies (2kHz) the shallow 
donor resonance was observed at g=1.791(10) for HIIc as a 
change in emission polarization and as a change in 
emission intensity, as previously reported (Brunwin et al 
1976, Patel et al 1981). However, at higher chopping 
frequencies a new resonance at g=1.885(5) for HIIc was 
detected in addition to the shallow donor resonance when 
the change in total emission intensity was monitored (see 
figure C3-1). The conditions for the observation of the 
new resonance depend quite critically upon the 
experimental parameters, as described in the subsequent 
section. Hereafter the shallow donor signal is referred to 
as high field line (HFL, resonance field at 3690 gauss for 
HIIc) while the new ODMR signal is called low field line 
(LFL, resonance field at 3500 gauss for HIIc).
C3.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
For an optimum signal to noise ratio the crystal was 
pumped with about 3 mW of 488 nm argon ion laser light. 
Deviations from this power level led to a marked
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deterioration of the signal. The magnetic field was 
aligned parallel to the c-axis of the crystal. The pump 
light was beamed through the crystal from the side along 
the <1000> direction leaving a bright green trace. The 
emitted light was monitored in the direction of the 
magnetic field, perpendicular to the pump beam. Intensity 
changes were measured using a phase sensitive detector, 
followed by a signal averager to further improve the 
signal to noise ratio. Blocking out the main part of the 
green edge emission by the Corning filter 3-67 which cuts 
off wavelengths below 550 nm, helped to reduce the large 
shot noise associated with this intense emmission band.
Maximum microwave power (250 mW) was applied to the 
cavity, and the microwaves were chopped at a frequency of 
15 kHz.
To avoid heating the sample by microwaves and laser 
beam, and to keep the temperature gradient between sample 
and temperature monitor to a minimum, the sample space was 
filled with typically 100 torr of helium exchange gas. 
This did not prevent the monitored temperature rising from 
about 4.5°K to 5.5°K when laser and microwaves were turned 
on. The local sample temperature in a similar experimental 
configuration has been estimated to be another 2-4 degrees 
higher (Romestain 1980).
The samples used for the measurements had been cut 
from a hexagonal rod of high resistivity cadmium sulfide.
120
The two faces perpendicular to the c-axis were
mechanically polished. Under crossed polarisers, the 
crystals showed a high and even light extinction ratio 
indicating good quality. The II and 12 exciton lines and 
the green edge emission were the main features of the low 
temperature luminescence spectrum (see figure Cl-4). At 77° 
K the samples exhibit an afterglow after pulsed
excitation. However, this effect disappears at liquid 
helium temperature. Nominally undoped CdS platelets grown 
by an argon gas transportation technique also showed both 
ODMR signals, but because of the poor^ signal to noise 
ratio achieved, the bulk-grown samples mentioned above 
were mainly used for the experiments.
C3.1.3 TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE ODMR SIGNAL
Figure C3-2 illustrates the time dependence of the LFL 
ODMR signal for HIIc. The spectrum was recorded at a 
microwave chopping frequency of 5 kHz using a boxcar with 
a chosen integration time of 1 msec and the aperature 
duration set to 1 microsec. The signal to noise ratio is 
rather poor despite ’■*£* a calculated signal to noise 
improvement ratio (SNIR) of 45 due to the boxcar.
The emission intensity increases by about 0.1 percent 
when the microwaves are switched on, and decreases by 
roughly the same amount when the microwaves are switched 
off. In both cases the response is mainly transient in
121
OFF ON
MICROWAVES
Fig C3-2 : Time dependence of the ODMR signal;
monitored at 3504 gauss (g=1.885) for 
H parallel to the c-axis
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nature with risetimes of about 5 microsec's and decay 
times of 17 microsec's. There is also a very small dc 
shift in the lightlevel. The exact form of the signal 
appears to be quite sensitive to one or more of the 
experimental parameters. Some spectra seemingly taken 
under the same experimental conditions as the one shown in
figure C3-2 display weaker transient and stronger dc
components. Variations in pump intensity could be
responsible for this behavior. The problem will be
discussed below when the population dynamics of the energy 
level system are simulated.
The time dependence of the ODMR signal has been 
measured for the following cases:
(a) resonance at LFL, Hllc
(b) resonance at LFL, H _L c
(c) resonance at HFL, H ± c
(d) resonance at HFL, angle between H and c 
about 40 degrees.
The signal intensity varies, but the shapes including the 
decay times and rise times are similar in all four
instances.
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C3.1.4 ANGULAR VARIATION OF THE ODMR SIGNALS
Assuming that the observed paramagnetic centres have 
axial symmetry the g-tensor can be reduced to two 
components gJ( and g , where gJ( is the g-value parallel to 
the symmetry axis of the particular centre and g^ the 
value perpendicular to it. In this case the effective 
g-value is given by (Abragam and Bleaney 1970)
. 2  2 2 . 2 . h
geff = (gl COS Y gX Sin Y)
with gamma the angle between the applied magnetic field 
and the principle axis of the centre. For the
measurements, the sample was rotated about the
<1000>-axis. The angle between the c-axis of the crystal 
and the direction of the magnetic field is called theta.
HIGH FIELD LINE
The angular dependence of the high field line is shown 
in figure C3-3. The data can be fitted to the effective 
g-values of a single centre with axial symmetry about the 
c-axis, giving
g „ = 1.791(10)
1.777(10)
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H II c
ANGLE ©
Fig C3-3 : Angular variation of the ODMR resonances
in CdS, microwave frequency was 9.245 GHz, 
crystal rotated about the <1000>-axis
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g^ and g^ are similar to the g-values reported for shallow 
donors (gfJ=1.7877 , g^=1.7720 (Patel et al. 1981)). Indeed 
ODMR measurements at a lower chopping frequency (2 kHz) 
with the blue-green filter removed, gave for Hllc a line 
position identical to that of the shallow donors 
responsible for the green edge emission. Conduction 
electrons have also similar g-values.
The relative change in the emission intensity DI/I of 
the 572 nm band monitored at the high field resonance 
increases by a factor of about three when theta is 
increased from 0 to 90 degrees. The total emission 
intensity was kept constant by adjusting the power of the 
pump laser. In comparison, for the shallow donor resonance 
associated with the green edge emission the ODMR signal 
intensity decreases when the crystal is rotated away from 
HIIc (Patel et al 1981).
LOW FIELD LINE
For directions of the magnetic field not parallel to 
the c-axis the LFL splits into different components 
(figure C3-1). This immediately indicates magnetically 
inequivalent orientations of a low symmetry site for off
Outaxis field directions. The principi^e axis of each 
orientation points in a different direction and makes in 
general a different angle with the applied magnetic field, 
which again gives rise to different effective g-values.
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The spectra in figures C3-1 and C3-4 illustrate that for 
the LFL the separation of two components is rarely wider 
than the linewidths; often lines appear only as shoulders, 
or two lines lie so close together that only one broad 
feature can be identified. These facts make it very 
difficult to analyse the observed spectra. The angular 
variation of the LFL is shown in figure C3-3. Single peaks 
and shoulders whose position can be clearly identified are 
marked by a rectangular box.
The quality of the angular variation data is not good 
enough to test detailed models for the structure of the 
paramagnetic centre. Comparison with other II-VI 
semiconductors shows that the observed low symmetry 
centres have all been interpreted either as Jahn-Teller 
distorted cation vacancies with the hole localised at one 
of the nearest anion neigbours, or as nearest neighbour 
pair centres. In either case the possible orientations of 
the centre coincide with the different directions of the 
bond axes, so that for both types of centres similar 
angular variation spectra of the resonance signal are 
expected. Thus guided by the experience with other II-VI 
semiconducters it is proposed that the centre responsible 
for the low field resonance is caused by a nearest 
neighbour defect. Furthermore axial symmetry is assumed. A 
major part of the data can be accounted for by the
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presence of such a centre with g-values
g = 1.922(5)z
g = 1.870(5) ^ x
0.1whose princip^ axis makes an angle of 11412 degrees with 
the c-axis. For the Wurtz/ite structure there exist seven 
possible orientations of the bond axes (see figure Cl-1). 
As expected for our geometry the 6 orientations which are 
not parallel to the c-axis produce three different 
branches (double lines), two orientations at a time are 
magneticallly equivalent. A possible orientation along the 
c-axis (single line) could not be detected.
A pair centre consisting of an interstital ion at the 
interstitial site 12 (see figure Cl-2) and an impurity at 
a nearest lattice site has a similar set of possible 
orientations and angles to the c-axis, and must therefore 
be regarded as another possible model. If the interstitial 
site II were involved, an axial orientation along the 
c-axis would not be possible.
The proposed centre cannot account for all of the 
observed data points. This becomes especially evident for 
the spectrum taken at theta=90, whose strongest peak 
cannot be included into the simulation, even when strong 
misalignment of the crystal is assumed (see figures C3-3 
and C3-4). A centre with an orientation parallel to the 
c-axis and g-values g =1.87 and g =1.894 could explain the
M
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rest of the data (dashed line). Note that g^ > g^ in this 
case. The intensity of such a centre must be strongly 
angular dependent, e.g. weak for HIIc and strong for Hie. 
The angular dependence of the intensity could be explained 
if it is assumed that the centre acts as a linear dipole 
and emits linear polarized light. Such a dipole radiates 
only in directions perpendicular to its axis.
The small features in the spectra at the high field 
side of the LFL are too weak to be interpreted. It is 
likely that they are caused by another low symmetry centre 
of the same electrical nature and with similar structure 
as the one mentioned above.
For directions of the magnetic field not parallel to 
the c-axis broad and weak lines near g=2 (about 0.33 T) 
were detected (see figure C3-1). Their origin is not 
known, but they could be associated with a cadmium 
vacancy, for which g(j =2.0018 and g^ =2.0592 has been 
reported (Taylor et al 1971).
The integrated intensity of the LFL increases by a 
factor of 3.5 when the crystal is rotated from HIIc to HJ_ 
c. The increase is slightly higher than that of the HFL.
C3.1.5 WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF THE ODMR SIGNAL
To determine which emission band is associated with 
the observed ODMR signals, the magnetic field was set to
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the centre of the high field line and low field line 
respectively and the monochromator scanned between 500 and 
650 nm. A slitwidth of 2mm on the monochromator limited
othe resolution to 22A.
The recorded spectra (figure C3-5) demonstrate clearly 
that both HFL and LFL are related to the same broad and 
featureless emission band with a maximum intensity at 2.17 
eV (572nm) and an approximate halfwidth of 180 meV (40nm) 
(after correction for grating and PMT response). The band 
shape is as^ymetric showing a tail at the low energy side. 
Due to large shot noise the signal to noise ratio is worse 
in the region of the green edge emission than the rest of 
the spectrum. The negative going signal at about 520 nm 
appears also for nonresonant magnetic fields and is not 
related to either the HFL or the LFL, and its origin is 
not known. Similar non-resonant responses have been 
reported previously (Patel et al 1981). Because of the 
extremely poor^ S/N ratio, the spectra had to be averaged 
over long periods (for the HFL up to 4 hours).
C3.2 THE 572 nm EMISSION BAND
C3.2.1 CONDITIONS FOR OBSERVATION
The appearance of the broad emission band was at first 
very surprising since the emission spectrum taken with a 
cw-laser as a pump source at 5K did not show any trace of
131
WAVELENGTH nm
Fig C3-5 : Comparison of photoluminescence and ODMR wavelength 
dependence spectra for CdS at 5K. (a) emission for
cw excitation (b) emission sampled lOOnsec after 
pulsed excitation at 498nm, (c) wavelength dependence
of the low field ODMR resonance for HJ| c, (d) wave­
length dependence of the high field ODMR resonance 
for the field at 40 degrees to the c-axis, ODMR 
signals monitored at a microwave chopping frequency 
of 15 kHz.
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it (figure C3-5(a)). However, when pulsed excitation was 
employed the green edge emission was accompanied by a long 
tail at the low energy side (figure C3-5(b)) indicating 
the existence of a broad band. The spectrum was recorded 
using a boxcar with the delay of the gate set to 100 nsec. 
Longer delays decreased the intensity of the broad band 
relative to the green edge emission, suggesting a short 
lifetime for the 572 nm band.
Pulsed excitation reveals also a new emission feature 
below 510 nm. A related absorption line at 508nm was 
detected as a strong and sharp peak in the excitation 
spectrum. Its lifetime is shorter than 50 nsec. The line 
is probably caused by the decay of a bound exciton 
(Reynolds and Litton 1963).
The difference in decay time between the overlapping 
green edge emission and the 572nm band made it possible to 
separate the two bands. By means of a two channel boxcar, 
setting the gates to delays of 50 and 100 nsec and 
monitoring the difference between the channels, a large 
part of the green edge emission could be suppressed. As 
schematically illustrated in figure C3-6, the relative 
intensity change DI/K0) during the 50 nsec is much larger 
for the fast decaying emission. The resulting spectrum 
(figure C3-7) provides a good picture of the exact 
lineshape. For shorter delays (Dl=10 nsec, D2=50nsec) a 
weak and broad new band appears with a maximum at 650nm.
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WAVELENGTH [nmj
Fig C3-7 : The 572nm emission band in CdS recorded under
various different conditions, (a) wavelength dependence 
of the ODMR resonance at 5°K, (b) difference spectrum
I (50nsec)-I(lOOnsec) after pulsed excitatio at 5°K,
(c) emission for cw excitation at T=77°K, (d) difference
spectrum I (0.3ysec)-I(1.Oysec) after pulsed excitation 
at T=77°K.
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The question arises why pulsed excitation produces the 572 
nm band, which cannot be detected when a cw pump source is 
employed. For a possible explanation it is assumed that 
the risetime of the emission intensity to the equilibrium 
level is shorter for the 572 nm band than for the green 
edge emission, and that it is longer than the length of 
the excitation pulse (10 nsec). The relative emission 
intensity I(t=10nsec)/I(t=oo) after the 10 nsec pulse is 
then larger for the 572 nm band (see figure C3-8)
7 2nm 
.^5 7 2nm
band(IQnsec) 
band(t=oo)
>
i g reen e d g e (10nsec) 
I g reen e d g e (t=Qo)
I 572nm b a n d (10nsec) l 5 72nm b a n d (t=oo)
igreen edge (IQnsec) Igreen edge(t=oo)
Compared with cw excitation, pulsed excitation increases 
the emission intensity ratio I(572nm band)/I(green edge) 
and thus makes it possible to resolve the weak 572 nm 
band.
Experiments at a sample temperature of 10 K, where the 
cw pump beam was suddenly pulsed on by means of a pockel 
cell, showed that the low energy series of the green edge 
emission takes about 150 microseconds before it reaches 
the equilibrium emission level, while the measured 
risetimes of the high energy series and the 572 nm band 
were limited by the switching time of the pockel cell (30
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microsec). At a temperature of 10° K the green edge
emission consists mainly of the donor-acceptor
recombination, and the HES can be neglected. Therefore the 
experiment supports the assumption made above, that the 
risetime of the 572 nm band is shorter than that of the 
green edge emission.
The 572 nm band could also be resolved for cw 
excitation when the sample temperature was increased from 
5°K up to 77°K. The green edge emission decreases over 
this temperature range, while the 572 nm band hardly 
changes (see figure C3-9). In addition, it was found that 
the intensity of the 572 nm band increases relative to 
that of the green edge emission with increasing pump power 
(see figure C3-10). Saturation of the green edge emission 
could be responsible for this effect.
C3.2.2 LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
A pulsed dye laser and a boxcar were used to measure 
the lifetime of the 572 nm band. The halfwidth of the 
laser pulse is specified as 10 nsec, whilst the boxcar has 
a minimum gatewidth of 2nsec. A 50 ohm load resistor as a 
current to voltage converter together with the associated 
cable capacitance resulted in a bandwidth of better than 
100 MHz. The crystal was pumped at 498nm and the emission 
monitored at 572nm. The discharge of the pulsed nitrogen 
laser caused a one microsecond long ringing in the light
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detection system, which is superimposed on all the decay 
spectra. The decay of the emission intensity at 5K (figure 
C3-11) could be fitted to the sum of two exponential 
functions 1=1(1)exp(-t/Tl) + I(2)exp(-t/T2) with time 
constants:
Tl = 90 nsec
T2 = 1.4 microsec
1(1) dominates 1(2) by a factor of 7/1, but this ratio is 
strongly temperature dependent. 1(1) decreases from 5 to 
10 K, stays approximately constant between 10 and 20 K and 
then decreases further until it disappears at about 50K 
(see figure C3-12). Its lifetime stays roughly constant. 
The intensity of the slower decay does not change 
significantly between 5 and 40K. However, T2 decreases to 
about 400nsec over this temperature range. At 80K two 
exponentials are again present with timeconstants:
T2 = 440 nsec
T3 = 4.08 microsec
141
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t e m p e r r t u r e  LKJ
Fig C3-12 : Temperature dependence of the fast component 
of the 572nm emission decay
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C 4.1 INTRODUCTION
Two magnetic resonances (g=1.885 and g=1.791 for HIIc) 
have been observed, and both are associated with the same 
emission band. The time dependences of the two ODMR 
signals are similar, and consist mainly of a transient 
peak with a decay time of about 15 microsec's. The 
emission band is broad and featureless with a maximum at 
572 nm and a width of 40 nm. Its origin is estimated at 
530 nm. Two exponential decays (Tl=90nsec,T2=1.4microsec) 
are associated with the emission. The following chapter
discusses the electrical and chemical nature of the
defect centres which give rise to the two resonances . A
model is proposed to explain the observed change in
emission intensity with changing microwave power. Finally, 
the nature of the electron-hole recombination, which 
causes the luminescence, is discussed.
C 4.2 ELECTRICAL NATURE OF THE DEFECT CENTERS
From the comparison of the measured g-values with 
published data it is evident that the high field line (gfJ 
=1.791) is either related to a shallow donor or a 
conduction electron. As will be shown below, the ODMR 
mechanism which is thought to be responsible for the two 
observed resonances, assumes that the HFL is due to a 
shallow donor, and would not work for conduction
146
electrons. The high field resonance is therefore assigned 
to a shallow donor.
The origin of the low field line is not as obvious. It 
could be thought that the new resonance is caused by an 
acceptor, and that the two ODMR signals are due to 
spin-dependent donor-acceptor recombination, as reported 
for the green edge emission. However, in the following 
paragraph it is argued that an acceptor is not likely to 
be responsible for the low field resonance.
Patel et al (1981) reported the ODMR of two shallow 
acceptors (EA =170meV) in CdS which together with the 
shallow donors give rise to the green edge donor-acceptor 
recombination. The g-values of these acceptors are highly 
anisotropic (gfJ =2.76, g^ <0.4) indicating that the 
associated holes can be described to a good approximation 
by wavefunctions from the upper valence band (Mj=3/2). The 
binding energy of holes involved in the 572nm band has to 
be comparable. Estimating the head of the band to about 
530 nm (2.33eV) leaves 253 meV as a maximum ionisation 
energy for a possible acceptor (E^=2.583eV at 4.2°K). It 
is therefore expected that any acceptor associated with 
the 572nm band would still exhibit the large g-value 
anisotropy, characteristic of the valence band 
wavefunctions. In contrast the LFL reveals only a rather 
small variation Dg=0.06 in the g-value.
Quenching of the orbital angular momentum by crystal
147
field or Jahn-Teller effect reduces the anisotropy, but 
still results in g-values larger than 2, as expected for a 
hole like centre (Taylor et al 1971, Reynolds et al 1975). 
In contrast the observed resonance has a g-value less than 
2. Hence, on the basis of the measured anisotropy and the 
sense of the g-shift, an assignment of the gc =1.885 
resonance to an acceptor-like centre appears implausible.
On the other hand Brailsford and Woods (1968) measured 
the g-values of various donors with ionisation energies (Eß 
) up to 100 meV. They found, that for instance thallium 
with 30 meV < ED < 100 meV has g^ =1.89 and g^ =1.96 
very similar in size and anisotropy to the g-values of the
LFL. Therefore the centre responsible for the g =1.885
ODMR resonance is attributed to a donor. From the
magnitude of the g-shift, this donor must lie deeper in 
the band gap than the common shallow donors, and the 
observed angular dependences show that it is a complex, 
rather than a simple substitutional centre.
C4.3 ODMR MECHANISM
C4.3.1 PRINCIPLE OF THE ODMR MECHANISM
The LFL and HFL are both associated with the same emission 
band and the response of the emission intensity to the 
change of microwave power is similar for both resonances.
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Furthermore, in both cases the signal intensity increases 
with increasing angle between the direction of H and the 
c-axis of the crystal. These similarities suggest that the 
resonances are involved in the same ODMR mechanism.
An intensive search at a chopping frequency of 15 kHz 
between 0 and 1 tesla for more ODMR signals was 
unsuccessful. Thus we are left with the novel situation of 
an ODMR process which apparently involves two donors 
rather than a donor-acceptor pair.
The following model has been developed to explain the 
observed effects: the deeper complex centre is thought to 
be a double donor which can accomodate either one or two 
electrons. The observed magnetic resonance is associated 
with the one electron state, the electron-hole 
recombination involves the more shallow two electron 
state. The proposed ODMR mechanism is illustrated in 
figure C4-1. After the creation by near bandgap radiation 
the free electrons are trapped by the two kinds of donors. 
It is proposed that donor pairs are produced consisting of 
a shallow simple donor and a double donor, where both 
donors are singly occupied. Depending on their separation 
and the binding energy of the electrons, there exists a 
finite probability for the electron bound to the simple 
donor to tunnel to the double donor if the process is 
energetically favourable, i.e. if the binding energy of an 
electron in the doubly occupied state is greater than that
149
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of a shallow donor. However, the electron transfer is 
spin-dependent in accordance with the Pauli principle, and 
the transition is forbidden for pairs with parallel spins 
(figure C4-KB) ) . Application of a microwave field flips 
one of the two spins and creates an antiparallel spin pair 
(C4-1(C)) . Electron tunneling becomes allowed and results 
in a doubly occupied donor (C4-KD) ) . Finally one of the 
electrons recombines with a hole giving rise to the 
observed 572 nm emission band. The number of donor pairs 
with parallel spins will exceed these with antiparallel 
spins since no rapid decay path is available in the former 
case.
C4.3.2 POPULATION DYNAMICS
The spin dependent electron transfer is in many ways very 
similar to the spin dependent electron-hole recombination 
described in chapter Cl, and the population dynamics can 
be treated in an almost identical way.
In this instance two electrons constitute the weakly 
coupled spin pair. There are four energy levels for such 
an electronic system with each level representing a 
certain combination of the two spins. A four level energy 
diagram including the possible transfer processes is 
illustrated in figure C4-2. For simplicity it is assumed 
that the feeding rate P is equal for all levels. The 
tunneling rate is called T. Electrons bound to simple
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donors can also directly recombine with bound holes 
producing the green edge emission and, at the same time, 
reducing the number of spin pairs. On the other hand 
singly occupied double donors can trap a second electron 
directly from the conduction band, or decay back into the 
unoccupied state before trapping another electron. All 
three processes will decrease the number of electron spin 
pairs and lead to a decay rate K which is independent of 
their relative spin orientation. The spin lattice 
relaxation is denoted by SL. We assume that SLf=SLl 
*exp(-gmB/kT). Application of a microwave field induces 
transition rates Ml or M2. The rate equations of such a 
four level system are given by:
dnl/dt = NP - nl(M1+M2+SL11+SL2 t+K) + n2(Ml+SLlt) + n3(M2+SL2l)
(C4.1-1)
dn2/dt = NP - n2(M1+M2+SL11+SL21+K+T) + nl(Ml+SLlt) + n4(M2+SL2t)
(C4.1-2)
dn3/dt = NP - nl(M2+SL2l) + n3(M1+M2+SL11+SL21+K+T) + n4(Ml+SLlt)
(C4.1-3)
dn4/dt = NP - n2(M2+SL21) + n3(Ml+SLl1) + n4(M1+M2+SL11+SL2t+K)
(C4.1-4)
where N = N(0)-(nl+n2+n3+n4). N(0) is the total number of 
donor pairs. Such rate equations have been discussed in 
detail by Dunstan and Davies (1979).
According to this model (see figure C4-3) the emission
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CB
DONOR
TWO ELECTRONS STATE
DOUBLE DONOR
ONE ELECTRON STATE
LASER
EXCITATION
] ACCEPTOR
Fig C4-3 : Different recombination channels for 
optically excited electrons
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intensity of the 572nm band is proportional to
I ^  p ( ( n 2 + n 3 ) T + C * N C )
C describes the trapping rate for free electrons of the 
singly occupied double donor and NC gives the number of 
electrons in the conduction band. Non-radiative Auger 
recombination or multiphonon decay can also contribute to 
the decay of the double donor, and so it is assumed that 
only a fraction p of the double donor decays radiatively.
As the emission intensity is influenced by the sum of 
n2 and n3, equations two and three are added up to give:
d(n2+n3)/dt = 2NP + nl*(Ml + M2 + SLll + SL2+)
- n2*(Ml + M2 + SLlf + SL2+ + K + T)
- n3*(Ml + M2 + S L H  + SL2f + K + T)
+ n4*(Ml + M2 + SLlt + SL2+)
To further simplify the equation it is assumed that the 
spin lattice relaxation between two levels is equal in 
both directions (SLf=SL4 ). This approximation is justified 
at low magnetic fields and/or high temperatures. In our 
case (T=8K, f=9.245GHz), kT is over a factor of 10 larger
than the separation of the energy levels at the resonance 
field. SLl/SLf = exp(hf/kT) = 1.057.
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Combining C4.1-1 and C4.1-4 in the same way reduces the 
number of coupled equations to two:
dn23/dt = n23*(m+K+T) + nl4*m + 2PN 
dnl4/dt = n23*m - nl4*(m+K) + 2PN
where m = SL1+SL2+M1+M2, nl4 = nl+n4, n23 = n2+n3. The 
equations can be analytically solved. The equilibrium 
solutions are:
2PN (2m+K+T)
nl4 = --------------------  (C4.2-1)
m (2K+T) + (K+T) K
2PN (2m+K)
n2 3 = ---------------- ---- (C 4.2-2 )
m (2K+T) + (K+T) K
The response of n23 to a change in microwave power (m 
m') at time t=0 is given by:
n23 = cl*exp(-(L1-L2)t) + c2*exp(-(L1-L2)t ) + n23(t=oo)
(C4.3-1)
= cl*(l+— *exp(-2L2t)) * exp(-(L1-L2)t ) + n23(t=oo)
cl
(C4.3-2)
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c2
cl
(n23(t=0) -
(n23(t=0) -
n n + T/2+L2 n23(t=oo))*------
2 L 2
m-- *(nl4(t=0) - nl4(t=oo))2L2
n23(t=oo)) - c2
(C4.3-3) 
(C4.3-4)
Ll = m' + - *(T+K)
2
(C4.3-5)
L2 = (m'2 + - T2 )^4
m = Ml + M2 + SLl + SL2
m = m(t=0) (before change in microwave power) 
m' = m(t>0) (after change in microwave power)
The timedependence of n consists of a dc-component (last 
term) and an ac-component (exponential terms). n(t=0) 
describes the equilibrium solution before the change of m, 
n(t=oo) the equilibrium solution after the change (at m').
The emission intensity of the 572 nm band responds to 
the step in microwave power with a transient change 
superimposed on a relative weak dc signal. In this case cl 
and c2 have similar sizes and opposite signs. The dc-shift 
is given by:
Dn23 = n23(m') - n23(m) (C  4 . 4 )
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If K<<T,m then the equilibrium population of n23 is nearly 
independent of m
n 23 = 4PN / T
and the dc shift approches zero, as observed in our 
measurements. The physical interpretation of K<<T is, that 
the decay rates due to electron-hole recombination of 
occupied simple donors and singly occupied double donors, 
which are part of a donor pair, are much smaller than the 
tunneling rate. Furthermore the singly occupied double 
donors obtain their second electron mainly via tunneling 
of bound electrons, and not by trapping of free conduction 
electrons.
c2 (equ. C4.3-3) can be rewritten as
c2 = -Dn23 * A + (m' / 2L2 ) * Dnl4
where A= ((R/2)+L2)/2L2 and Dnl4=nl4(m')-nl4(m). From our 
measurements it is known that Dn23<<cl,c2 (small 
dc-signal). Since A is always smaller than one, the first 
term can be neglected. Substituting equ. C4.2-1 for nl4 
produces:
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m' 2 PN ( 2 m 1+K + T ) _ 2 PN (2m + K + T)
2 L 2 m ' (2K + T) + (K + T ) K  m (2K + T ) + (K + T )K
m'
2 L 2 2 PN
2m ' +T 
( m ' T
2m + T 
~ m T for K«m, m ' , T
m  '
2L2 2 PN i>m for m ,m '«  T
PN 1_ 
L2 m (M - M ' ) m= SL + M , m '=S L + M '
M' describes the microwave transition rate after the 
change of power, M the rate before. For an OFF/ON 
transition M-M'<Oand hence c2 is negative and cl is 
positive. This produces a positive going transient peak 
with L2 and (L1-L2) as approximate rise and decay times. 
For ON/OFF transitions the signs of cl and c2 will be 
inverted leading to a negative transient peak, as 
experimentally observed.
Since Ll and L2 are functions of the microwave
transition rate (see equ. C4.3-5), the shape of the
transients will in general be different for the two cases,
e.g. rise and decay times should be smaller for the OFF/ON 
transition. The experimentally observed signals show only 
a slight difference in the form of the transients, 
suggesting that the sum of the spin lattice relaxations SL 
is greater than the induced microwave transition rate. A
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change in M then has only a small effect on m (m=SL+M). 
C4.3.3 TUNNELING RATE
The decay of the 572 nm emission can be fitted to the 
sum of two exponential functions with timeconstants 
Tl=90nsec and T2=l.4microsec. It is expected that one 
timeconstant corresponds to the lifetime of the two 
electron state of the double donor, while the other one is 
associated with the tunneling rate. Assuming that the 
emission intensity of the 572nm band is proportional to 
the number of doubly occupied donors the timedependence of 
the emission can be calculated by considering the 
population dynamics of the doubly occupied donors.
In a simple model it is assumed that the conduction 
band electrons are trapped in a time much less than any 
characteristic decay time. After the excitation pulse at 
time t=0, when the last free electrons have just been 
trapped, there exist n2(0) doubly occupied double donors, 
and nl(0) singly occupied double donors, which are located 
close to an occupied shallow donor with antiparallel spin 
so that tunneling can occur. The different transition 
rates are indicated in the diagram below:
-- shallow donor - double donor pairs
(antiparallel spins)
~~ — doubly o c c upied double donors
n 1 (0)
n 2 ( 0 )
u___v
K
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T describes the electron tunneling rate, R the decay rate 
of the doubly occupied double donors and K is the decay 
rate of the simple donor - double donor pairs, where each 
donor is singly occupied, and represents all possible 
decay processes except tunneling. Such processes could be 
the recombination of either of the two electrons with a 
hole, before tunneling occurs. The rate equations for this 
system are:
dn2/dt = nl*T - n2*R
dnl/dt = - nl*(T+K)
Solving the differential equations gives the following 
results:
nl(t) = nl(0) * exp(-t(T+K))
n l (0) nl (0)n2(t) = (n2(0)--------- )*exp(-Rt) + -------- exp(-(T+K)t)
(R-(T+K)) (R-(T+K))
If R were smaller than T+K, then n2 would first increase
with a rate T+K before it decays with a single time
constant. Two experimentally observed decay times imply
that R is larger than T+K, and therefore the smaller of
the two decay times is attributed to 1/R, while
T2=1/(T+K). Since K is known to be much smaller than T the
tunneling rate is estimated as T=l/T2=0.7*10 per second.
The measured amplitude ratio 11/12 of 7 for the two 
exponential functions implies that the singly occupied
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double donors are mainly "fed" by conduction electrons 
when pulsed excitation is employed. On the other hand the 
analysis of the ODMR signal shape predicts that the 
trapping of free electrons is neglegible compared to the 
tunneling rate (K<<T). This is not necessarily a 
contradiction and could be due to the totally different 
excitation intensities used in the two experiments. 
Because the peak power of the pulsed laser is 4 to 5 
orders of magnitude higher than the 3 mW used for cw 
excitation, the shallow donors could have been saturated 
in the lifetime measurements.
Assuming that the capture cross section for free 
electrons of the simple donors is much higher than that of 
the singly occupied double donors, the trapping rate of 
the double donors will be extremly low if the number of 
optically excited conduction electrons is smaller than the 
number of ionized simple donors (low pump power). However, 
at high pump power the shallow donors become saturated and 
the trapping rate of the double donor is enhanced. The 
measured dependence of the intensity ratio 572nm band / 
green edge emission on the cw pump power (figure C3-10) 
supports the argument that saturation takes place. The 
ratio increases for higher pump powers indicating 
saturation of the green-edge emission.
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C4.3.4 ESTIMATION OF THE SPIN LATTICE RELAXATION RATES
The rise time and decay time of the transient ODMR 
signal are functions of m (m=SL+M). The decay time is 
approximately given by l/(Ll-L2) (see equ. C4.3.2). The 
measured decay time of 15 microseconds corresponds to 
(L1-L2) = 0.07*106 (1/sec). For T=0.7*106 and K<<T, m must 
be about 0.08*106 (see equ. C4.3.5) to satisfy the 
estimated L1-L2. This means that m and hence the 
spin-lattice relaxation rate SL=m-M are certainly smaller 
than the tunneling rate.
The risetime can be approximated by 1/2L2. According 
to equation C4.3-5
2L2 = (4m2 + T2)*5 > T (C4.7)
From a measured risetime of about 5 microseconds 2L2 is 
estimated as 0.2*10 (1/sec). The measured tunneling rate
of T=0.7*106 (1/sec) implies that 2L2 is smaller than T. 
This contradicts the prediction of the equation C4.7 and 
suggests that the measured risetime was limited by the 
time resolution of the instrumentation. This is not too 
surprising since a preamplifier with a maximum bandwidth 
of 1MHz was employed (1MHz corresponds to a resolution of 
lmicrosec).
From the lifetime measurements and the comparison of 
the experimentally obtained timedependence of the
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ODMR-signal with the predictions of equation C4-3 the 
following information was gained:
(a ) K << T (because of small dc signal)
(b) T = 0.7*10 6 (from lifetime measurements)
(c) SL > M (symmetry between OFF/ON and ON/OFF
transients)
(d) T > SL (from decay time of transients)
These clues provide approximate starting parameters for a 
more accurate computer simulation.
C4.3.5 COMPUTER SIMULATION
To achieve more quantitative results the response of 
the populations nl to n4 is simulated by a computer for 
given sets of parameters K,T,SL,M. For this purpose the 
rate equations have been rewritten in matrix form:
dni/dt = E ci + Aij nj i=l-4 (C4.8)
j
ci=NP for all i. The Aij can easily be found by comparing 
equations C4.8 and C4.1. For example All equals M1+M2+SL1 
+SL2 +K, Al2 equals Ml+SLl, and so on. If ni(t) at a time 
t is known, then ni(t+Dt) can be approximated by the 
Taylor series
ni(t+Dt) = ni(t) + dni/dt Dt + 1/2 (dni/dt * Dt)2 +
+ 1/6 (dni/dt * Dt)3
(C4.9)
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Higher derivatives are calculated from equ. C4.8:
d kni/dtk = Aij * (dni/dt)
Substituting this in equation C4.9 gives:
n(t+Dt) = n(t) + c + A 1 n + 1/2 A'(c+A'n) + 1/6(A'2 (c+A'n)
= n(t) + (1 + 1/2 A' + 1/6 A '2 + .... ) (c + A'n)
where A'=A*Dt. In our simulation all transition rates are 
multiplied by Dt. The time resolution or stepwidth Dt is 
chosen as lmicrosec. The Taylor series is developed up to 
the third order.
Figure C4-5 shows the experimentally observed time 
dependence of the ODMR-signal as well as a simulated and a 
calculated signal. The parameters are the same for 
calculation and simulation (K=0.0001, T=0.7,
SL=SLl+SL2=0.05, M=0.0005, T=8°K, all parameters are given 
in units of 106 per second), and they are in good 
agreement with the relative magnitudes which have been 
deduced earlier. The simulation shows that at low feeding 
rates P the signal is independent of P, but at high 
feeding rates the dc-signal increases relative to the 
ac-signal. Furthermore,, the signal size is proportional to 
the microwave power for the given parameters. Surprisingly
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Fig C4-5 : Comparison of the experimental data with the
calculation (-- ) and simulation (---) of the
response of the emission intensity to a change
in microwave power
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the simplified calculation and the more realistic 
simulation produce very similar spectra for identical 
parameters.
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C 4.4 THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE DOUBLE DONOR
According to our proposed ODMR mechanism a double
donor is associated with the resonance line at g =1.885.c
Lattice defects such as Cadmium interstitials (I ) orCd
sulfur vacancies (V ) are thought to be double donors in 
CdS. Group IV elements can also act as double donors, but 
since the samples were not intentionally doped, a lattice 
defect is a much more likely candidate.
The observed anisotropy of the g-tensor points to an 
associated centre. Jahn-Teller distortion of a simple 
centre cannot be responsible since shallow donors do not 
have orbital degeneracy (orbital angular momentum is zero) 
and therefore are not subject to the Jahn-Teller effect.
It is well known (Nassau and Shiever 1972) that in CdS 
small amounts of Na ions are present, even in "undoped" 
samples. Because of their negative core charge they could 
be attracted by the cadmium interstitials and the sulfur 
vacancies (positive core charge) during crystal growth and 
form associated centres. Therefore there is a possibility 
that the double donors consists of a sulfur vacancy or a 
cadmium interstitial, associated with a sodium ion at a 
nearest neighbour site.
Such a centre has a singly charged positive core and 
will be neutralized by only one electron. The capture of a 
second electron is analogous to the trapping of an
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electron by an isoelectric centre. A discrete bound state 
in the forbidden gap may exist if the electronegativity of
the centre is sufficiently different from that of the host
on.atoms. For example, Te acts as a isoelectric trappingK
centre in CdS (Roessler 1970).
C 4.5 RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION
The discussion of the g-values suggested that the low 
field line is caused by a donor. It is therefore known 
that a donor participates in the radiative recombination 
process which gives rise to the 572nm band. There exist 
three processes which involve a donor:
(a) bound exciton recombination
(b) donor-valence band recombination
(c) donor-acceptor recombination
In the following paragraph it is argued that bound exciton 
decay cannot be responsible for the emission: the lifetime 
of the singly occupied double donor must be longer than 
the timeconstant associated with the tunneling rate, 
otherwise the tunneling process could not be observed. 
This assumption is supported by the simulation of the 
population dynamics where K is much smaller than T. The 
lifetime of the one electron state is expected to be
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longer than 10 microseconds. The measured lifetimes for 
bound excitons in CdS lie all in the nanosecond range 
(Henry and Nassau 1970). If the 572nm band were caused by 
an exciton decay then the exciton would have to be created 
after the tunneling, that means after the capture of the 
second electron, otherwise the recombination of the 
exciton would occur before and no spin dependent electron 
transfer could be observed. An exciton would have to be 
created by the capture of a hole after the electron pair 
is established at the donor. However, the decay time 
associated with the tunneling process has been measured as 
1.4 microseconds. The lifetime of free holes had to be of 
equal magnitude to enable the formation of an exciton 
after the tunneling. Colbow and Nyberg (1968) showed that 
at low temperatures the capture cross section for holes of 
acceptors in CdS is extremely high giving rise to a free 
hole lifetime of about one nanosecond.
For the same reasons donor-valence band recombination 
is very unlikely as well. Such a bound-to-free 
recombination has never been observed in CdS. This leaves 
the donor-acceptor recombination as the likely source for 
the yellow 572nm band.
The recombination energy E(R) and the recombination 
rate W(R) of donor-acceptor recombination depend on the 
pair distance R. If the pairs are isolated E(R) and W(R) 
can be written as (Dean 1973)
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E( R ) = E  -(E - E ) + eA/(€R) g D A
W(R) = W0 I (r) (r-R) dr |2
where E^ describes the bandgap energy, Eß and E^ are the 
donor and acceptor ionisation energies, and g is the 
static dielectric constant. W(R) is a function of the 
overlap integral of the donor and acceptor envelope 
wavefunctions i|; and ip . For isolated pairs there is a 
unique relation between E(R) and W(R), and the emission 
with the energy E(R) decays exponentially with a 
timeconstant 1/W(R) (Thomas et al 1965).
The experimentally observed decay of the 572nm band 
has exponential character. This implies that the emission 
is caused by isolated donor-acceptor pairs. Landsberg and 
Adams (1973) have calculated the radiative decay rate for 
donor-acceptor pairs as a function of the pair distance R. 
A lifetime of 90nsec corresponds to a pair seperation of 
about 60A.
On the other hand the observed lifetime could be 
controlled by the non-radiative Auger recombination and 
multiphonon decay. But according to Landsberg and Adams 
(1973), Auger recombination in CdS becomes only important 
in samples with an impurity content of more than 1020 cm3.
The temperature dependence of 572nm emission (see 
figure C3-12) indicates that the double donor is thermally
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depopulated in two stages. The decrease of emission 
intensity with increasing temperature up to 10K could be 
interpreted as a thermally activated electron transfer 
from the double donor to the simple donor. Temperatures 
higher than 20° K allow a transfer up into the conduction 
band.
Emission bands with a maximum intensity around 570 nm 
have been reported before for CdS.
Cornolti et al (1978) observed a "Gaussian-like" broad
©
band with a maximum at 2.18 eV (569nm) and a width of 400A 
in "high purity" CdS. Thermal quenching and intensity 
saturation in the region 12-30K suggested that the 
emission is due to donor-acceptor recombination (ED=33meV, 
Efl=290meV). An emission spectrum is not shown, and it is 
not made clear whether the position and width of the band 
are corrected for the response of the PMT and the grating. 
Their values of position and width coincide with our 
uncorrected data, but our band is certainly not "Gaussian 
like". Therefore it is questionable whether Cornolti et 
al. have observed the same emission band.
Colbow and Yuen (1971) produced a broad emission band 
at 5600A by doping CdS with Cd(109) isotopes. Decay of the
o
isotopes creates Ag ions. The 5600A band is not present in 
conventionally Ag doped crystals. They interpreted the 
emission as due to distant donor-acceptor pair 
recombination with Ag as an acceptor (E^ =340 meV). Since
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the 5600A band only appears as a shoulder of a stronger
o
emission band centred at 6100A, it is difficult to extract 
its exact shape and position. Again it is not clear 
whether Colbow and Yuen have observed the same band.
Fieblinger and Schulz (1977) have reported a broad 
emission band with peak intensity at 570nm and a tail at 
the low energy side. The position and shape are very 
similar to that which has been observed here. However they 
produced the emission by stimulating the sample with red 
light 1 second after the bandgap excitation source was 
switched off and summed the intensity during stimulation 
at a particular wavelength. Thus the spectra was recorded 
point by point.
In all three cases the authors claim that their 
observed yellow band is caused by donor-acceptor 
recombination and its position has been attributed to the 
existence of a deeper acceptor which is not present in 
samples showing only the green-edge emission. The donors 
involved are thought to be identical to the "green-edge 
donors", contrary to our interpretations. Since it is 
questionable whether we have studied the same emission 
band as Colbow et al. or Cornolti et al. the following 
discussion will only include the work of Fieblinger and 
Schulz.
Their experimental observations could also be 
explained by the introduction of a new donor. They propose
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that the red light pumps holes trapped deep inside the 
bandgap up to two different shallow acceptors from where 
they recombine with bound electrons producing the 
green-edge emission and the yellow band and thus 
desensitise (depopulate) the shallow donors. But the red 
light may also transfer electrons from deep electron traps 
to shallow donors and enable DA-recombination. In that 
instance the desensitising mechanism would be the same, 
but there would be two different shallow donors instead of 
two different shallow acceptors. Low concentration of the 
second type of donor would explain why Fieblinger and 
Schulz only detected one infrared absorption line.
C4.6 SUMMARY
Using the spectroscopic technique of optically-detected 
resonance a new paramagnetic centre with gc=1.885 has been 
detected in nominally undoped cadmium sulfide. The new 
centre is thought to be a complex double donor, and the 
ODMR process has been attributed to spin dependent 
electron transfer from a shallow donor to the double 
donor.
The ODMR signal splits into several components when 
the magnetic field is rotated away from HIIc. There are 
difficulties in explaining the angular variation of the 
ODMR signal. The tentatively suggested model of a nearest
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neighbour pair effect can only account for part of the 
splitting pattern. It is possible that either the centre 
is more complex, or that several kinds of centres are 
involved, which are all double donors with similar 
ionisation energy. The ionisation energy is estimated to 
lie between 50 and 100 meV.
The new ODMR resonance is associated with a broad 
emission band centred at 572nm, which has been interpreted 
as donor-acceptor recombination. Relative to the 
green-edge emission the band is very weak, but can be 
partially resolved by using either time-resolved 
spectroscopy or pumping with a cw laser at high power 
levels. The intensity decay of the emission at 572nm could 
be fitted to the sum of two exponential functions, which 
have been related to the lifetime of the two electron 
state (Tl=90nsec) and the tunneling rate of the electron 
(T2=l.4microsec).
To clarify the chemical nature of the double donor(s) 
heat treatment and doping experiments are planned. 
Preliminary doping experiments with Na could not produce
the 572nm band.
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APPENDIX I : Description of the CBM4016 User Port
The user port consists of 24 lines, accessible at the rear 
of the CBM4016 via an edge connector.
1 2 3 ii 12.
= =
n S C N
Pins 1-12 are used for diagnostic purposes of the
microcomputer itself. We are only interested in pins A-N.
A = GND digital ground
B = CAl latches input data into port A
C = PAO PAO - PA7 are
D = PAl I/O lines to buffer A,
E = PA2 each line can be programmed
F = PA3 independently for either input
H = PA4 or output by setting the
J = PA5 data direction register A
K = PA6 accordingly (l=output,0=input)
L = PA7
M = CB2 CB2 can be programmed as:
N = GND 1. interrupt for input
2. handshake for output
3. output of serial shift register
The lines PA0-PA7 are directly connected to buffer A af
the VIA. Each line is only capable of driving one TTL 
input. Before a data transfer the data direction register 
associated with buffer A has to be set. Since the VIA is 
able to perform many differnt tasks it contains control 
registers for selection. In our case CB2 is programmed as 
output line of the serial shift register. The VIA is 
described in detail by A. Osborne and J. Kane ("An 
introduction to Microcomputers", vol. 2, Osborne and 
Associate Inc.., Berkely 1978 ).
For our purposes the VIA is set up in the following
way:
POKE 59467,20 
POKE 59459,255 
POKE 59471,240 
POKE 59464,100 
POKE 59466,170
(sets control register)
(sets data direction register A) 
(loads buffer A with output) 
(sets timer 2)
(loads shift reg and 
initiates shift)
The first number behind the "POKE" is the memory location 
of the register, and the second number is the content (in 
decimal code) to be transferred into the adressed 
register. For instance 170 (decimal) corresponds to 
"10101010". The following little program would scan the 
magnetic field over the whole of the selected width (after 
initialisation of the VIA):
FOR 1=1 TO 1024
POKE 59466,170 
NEXT I.
Timing is achieved by inserting dummy loops behind the
POKE"-statment.
APPENDIX II : Circuit diagrams of the interface
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4 4M agnetic C irc u la r  D ich ro ism  of the Z ero-P honon Line
in M gO :Cr3+
J .  PÖRSCH and N .B . MANSON
In two re c e n t le t te r s  B oyrivent et a l. / I /  and L acro ix  et a l. / 2 /  have in te rp re ted
4 3+tra n s itio n  of C r at cubic s ite s  in MgO inthe s t ru c tu re  of the A^ , -
-B 4
te rm s  of a J a h n -T e lle r  effect w ithin the T^  s ta te . T h e ir  in te rp re ta tio n s  a re  
based  on the an a ly sis  of uniaxial s t r e s s  data. In th is  note it is  shown that th e ir  
a n a ly s is  is  a lso  co n sis ten t w ith Zeem an data.
4 4B oyriven t et a l. / I /  observed  a line at the o rig in  of the A ^ —► T^g  t r a n ­
sitio n  accom panied  by a w eak er and b ro a d e r  line 50 cm  ^ to the high energy side
4 2both su p erim p o sed  on a background contribution  from  the A ^ —► T^ vibronic
tra n s it io n . They found tha t under uniaxial s t r e s s  the strong  line sp lits  when the
s t r e s s  w as along the<001> d irec tio n  w hereas th e re  w as no sp litting  when the
4 4s t r e s s  w as along <111>. T h is is  s im ila r  to the effect of s t r e s s  on the —► T^g
zero -phonon  fe a tu re s  of V^+ in MgO / 3 /  and in th is  la t te r  c a se  the  zero-phonon
s tru c tu re  has been shown fro m  m agnetic field m easu rem en ts  to  a r is e  from  sp in -
o rb it in te ra c tio n  m odified sligh tly  by a J a h n -T e lle r  in te rac tio n  / 4 / .  B oyrivent et
a l. / I /  recogn ised  the analogy with the MgO:V^+ sy stem  and have concluded that
the  doublet in M gO.Cr^+ o ccu rs  in the sam e way as that in MgO:V^+ . In the ab-
4
sen ce  of a J a h n -T e lle r  effect the o v era ll sp in -o rb it sp litting  of the T 9 s ta te
-1 -1 would b e  150 cm  but th is  is  reduced by Ham quenching to  50 cm  by a m o d er­
ate J a h n -T e lle r  in te rac tio n  (E j^ /h c o 0. 7) with an E^ mode / I / .  The Jahn -
T e l le r  in te ra c tio n  also  affec ts  the in ten s itie s  as does the sp in -o rb it in te rac tio n  
4 2of the T£g and T^ s ta te s  / I /  and allowing fo r th e se  fa c to rs  and including a 
coupling to an A  ^ mode L acro ix  et a l. / 2 /  could justify  the in te n s itie s  as w ell
a s  the position  of the z e ro - l in e s . The line at 15360 cm
3/2
’8 '  A6
-1 has thus been assigned
to  the tra n s it io n  to the +
1) C a n b e rra , A .C .T . 2600, A u stra lia .
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state and the line at 15410 cm * to the spin-orb it components. Here
it is shown that these assignm ents a re  supported by magnetic field m easurem ents.
When C r^+ is doped into MgO only a fraction of the total number of impurity
ions occupy sites of cubic sym m etry . The others occupy a variety  of vacancy and
pair associated sites  / 5 / .  The absorption associated with the cubic ion overlaps
that associated with many of the sites  and cannot be m easured independently. For
example the absorption of a lightly doped MgO:Cr cry sta l, given by Wong et al.
/ 6 /  b ea rs  little  resem blance to the excitation spectrum  for the cubic site / ! / .
Boyrivent and Duval / 7 /  and Boyrivent et al. / I /  have consequently adopted exci-
4
tation techniques to m easure the detailed struc tu re  associated with the A~ —►
4—♦ T£g absorption. T here is  a well resolved sharp  em ission line associated with 
the cubic ^E^—»^Ag transition  at 6981 ^  which is pumped by absorption in the 
—♦ ^T2g band and the intensity of this em ission line is therefore monitored 
as a function of the exciting wavelength. The sam e technique has been adopted 
for the present m easurem ents. A beam « 1 0 0  mW from  a cw tunable dye la se r 
was used to pump the em ission and the em ission itse lf passed through a J a r re l l-  
Ash 1 m eter m onochrom ator set at 6981 % and was detected by an EMI 9659B 
photom ultiplier. The resolution of the m onochrom ator and the la se r  was « lc m  - 
The la se r  beam passed through a lin ear po larizer and a F resne l rhomb so that 
it was circu larly  polarized when passing down the axis of the magnet. A lter­
natively the polarization of the la s e r  beam could be modulated by a Pockels cell 
operating alternatively as a + (f /4 )  plate at a frequency (« 1 2 0  Hz) sufficiently 
slow for the em ission to respond (lifetim e 11 ms /8 / ) .  The em ission at right 
angles in this la tte r  case was detected using phase sensitive detection to give the 
equivalent of an MCD spectrum .
4 4In the excitation spectrum  of the A ^ —► T^2g zero-phonon line (Fig. la )  it 
is seen that the strong line gains in intensity in left c irc u la r polarization (a +) in 
the presence of the field and loses in right c ircu la r polarization (a  ). The 
shoulder shows little  polarization but this is as a consequence of the underlying 
band gaining in right c irc u la r  polarization. The polarization of the lines them ­
selves is therefore m ore apparent in the MCD excitation trace  (Fig. lb) where the
polarization of the background causes an overall displacem ent. The strong line
-1
gives a signal of positive sign w hereas the b roader line 50 cm higher in energy 
gives a negative sign.
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Fig. 1. a) Excitation  spec trum  of ^ A ^ — ► ^ 2 g
zero-phonon line of M gO:Cr^+ at 5 K. C irc u la r ly  
po larized  sp ec tru m  given fo r a field of 5 T; b) a s s o ­
ciated  MCD excitation spec tru m
‘4 4A pproxim ate selec tion  ru le s  fo r the A ^ —► Tg^ 
tran s itio n  have been given by M anson and S turge / 4 / .  
At very  low te m p e ra tu re s  w here only the ground 
= -(3 /2 )  s ta te  is populated the tra n s it io n s  to the
3/2 r  s ta te s  would be in th is  lim it to ta lly
O
and J a h n -T e lle r  in te rac tio n . The tra n s itio n  to the excited +
r ? and
a  po larized  w hereas the tra n s itio n s  to  the Tg and
lev e ls  would be a lm ost en tire ly  oc~ p o la rized . 
In the p re se n t case  the se lec tion  ru le s  w ill not be so 
s tro n g ly  c irc u la r ly  po larized  as the absorp tion  asso c ia ted  w ith the tra n s itio n  to 
th e  Tg lev e l o v erlap s those  to the and Tg level and the '^ T g  and '^ T g  
s ta te s  th e m se lv e s  w ill be sligh tly  adm ixed by off-diagonal sp in -o rb it in te rac tio n
3 / 2 r 8 + r6 EP“ -
o rb it le v e ls  w ill be p re fe ren tia lly  left c irc u la r ly  po larized  and th o se  to the 
5 /2 Tg le v e ls  p re fe ren tia lly  righ t c irc u la r ly  polarized  and thus ou r ob serv a tio n s
a re  c o n s is te n t w ith the assignm ents m ade by B oyrivent et a l. / I /  and L acro ix
et a l. / 2 / .  F u r th e rm o re  it is  e stim ated  that at 5 K the ra tio  of abso rp tion  in left
to  rig h t c ir c u la r  p o lariza tion  of the p rom inent line should be « 2 . 3 : 1  which is
v e ry  c lo se  to  the observed  value p a r tic u la r ly  when it is  d ifficult to m ake accu ra te
allow ance fo r  the underlying v ibronic band. It is  concluded that p re se n t m agnetic
field  m e a su re m e n ts  support , the an a ly s is  made in / l ,  2 /  and the c la im  that the
3 + 4  4doublet s tru c tu re  in the M gQ C r A ^ — ► zero-phonon line o ccu rs  in the
sam e  way as does the analogous doublet in MgO:V^+ .
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OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE FROM A COMPLEX DONOR IN CdS
A. Edgar* and J. Pörsch
Department of Solid State Physics, Research School of Physical Sciences, Australian National University, Australia
(Received 24 February 1982 by G. Burns)
A new optically-detected magnetic resonance at g = 1.885 for H  || c, 
associated with a broad emission band at 2.17 eV, has been observed. The 
2.17 eV band is attributed to donor—acceptor recombination involving a 
complex double donor, and the optically-detected magnetic resonance 
effect to spin-dependent electron transfer from a shallow donor to the 
complex donor.
OPTICALLY-DETECTED magnetic resonance investi­
gations of radiative electron—hole recombination in 
II—VI semiconductors have provided valuable infor­
mation on both the recombination processes and on 
the recombination centres involved. A recent review 
[ 1 ] summarises results for both excitonic and distant 
donor—acceptor pair recombination. The optically- 
detected magnetic resonance technique has proved par­
ticularly useful in investigations o f the broad and feature­
less emission bands which are commonly observed in 
II—VI materials, and which cannot be readily investi­
gated by conventional optical Zeeman methods. In the 
particular case of cadmium sulphide, optically-detected 
magnetic resonance measurements [2, 3] Have confirmed 
earlier assignments of the low energy green-edge emission 
series to radiative electron—hole recombination involving 
well separated donor-acceptor pairs. Magnetic reson­
ances characteristic of simple substitutional shallow 
donors (electron binding energy ~  30meV) and accep­
tors (hole binding energy ~  160meV) were detected as 
a microwave-induced change in emission intensity [2] 
or polarisation [3].
. Other investigations of CdS have been concerned 
with th e /j  and/2 bound exciton lines [4], but as far 
as we are aware there has not hitherto been any report 
of optically-detected magnetic resonance signals from 
the several broad emission bands which lie at lower 
energies. These bands are commonly thought to arise 
from recombination processes involving deep impurity 
levels, intrinsic defects, or associates, but there is as yet 
little microscopic evidence as to the character of such 
centres in CdS.
In this paper, we give a preliminary account of the 
observation of optically-detected magnetic resonance 
signals which arise from a broad emission band in CdS
Present address: Physics Department, Victoria Uni­
versity, Wellington, New Zealand.
centred at 2.17 eV, and which we attribute to a deep, 
complex donor.
Our X-band apparatus is similar to that described 
by Cavenett [1], except that the microwave cavity and 
samples are cooled by helium exchange gas rather than 
by direct immersion in liquid. The maximum power avail­
able from the Gunn diode microwave source is 200 mW, 
and the microwaves are chopped at rates up to 70 kHz 
by a PIN diode. Emission from the sample is generally 
monitored along the magnetic field direction using a 
Spex 3/4 metre monochromator and EMI 9658B photo­
multiplier. A PAR 4202 signal averager is used to increase 
the signal to noise ratio where necessary.
Most of the measurements described here were 
taken from samples of CdS cut from a hexagonal rod 
of high-resistivity material, but similar results were 
recorded with thin CdS platelets grown by an argon gas 
transportation technique [5]. When stimulated at 5 K by 
457.9 nm Ar-ion laser radiation, the samples showed 
the / j and / 2 bound exciton and green-edge emission 
characteristic of semi-insulating CdS. Time-resolved 
optical spectra were recorded using a Molectron DL-II 
pulsed nitrogen/dye laser combination and a PAR 162 
box-car averager.
Initial experiments using 488 nm Ar+ pump radi­
ation and a microwave chopping frequency of ~  2 kHz 
confirmed the earlier reports of a shallow donor reson­
ance associated with the low energy series of the green- 
edge emission, recorded in this work atg|| =  1.792(10), 
both as a transient effect [2] and as a change in circularly 
polarised emission [3], The acceptor resonance reported 
by Patel et al. [2] was not detected. However, a weak 
new line at g|| = 1.885 (5) for H  || c was observed. The 
signal to noise ratio for this line was found to depend 
quite critically upon the experimental conditions, and 
was optimal (Fig. 1) for emission filtered by a Corning 
3-67 filter, with sample temperature <  6K, incident 
laser power ~  3 mW, and a microwave chopping
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Fig. 1. Optically-detected magnetic resonance for CdS 
detected as an increase AI in luminescence intensity, for 
samples at 5 K excited by 2 mW of 488 nm CW argon ion 
laser light. The luminescence is filtered by a Corning 
3-67 filter, the microwaves are chopped at 15 kHz, and 
the magnetic field makes an angle 6 with the c axis.
frequency of 15 kHz. Using a box-car averager, it was 
found that the response of the emission to the chopped 
microwaves was transient in character, similar to that 
reported by Patel et al. [2]. Even with the filter remov­
ing most of the green-edge emission, the microwave- 
induced change in the total emitted light was very small, 
about 0.05%. The decay times of the transient peaks 
were of the order of tens of microseconds, correspond­
ing to the optimal choice of 15 kHz for phase-sensitive 
detection.
The spectral dependence of the new optically- 
detected magnetic resonance line, shown in Fig. 2(c), 
clearly shows that it is not associated with the strong 
green-edge emission, but that it arises from what must 
be a much weaker, broad emission band. This new band 
is centred at 2.17 eV (572 nm) and has a half-width of 
~  180meV, after correcting for spectrometer and photo­
multiplier response. It is difficult to measure the line 
shape at the head of the band because fluctuations in 
the green-edge emission give a very large noise level in 
this region, as evident from Fig. 2(c).
The 2.17 eV band is clearly much weaker in inten­
sity than the green-edge emission under CW pumping 
conditions and cannot be clearly^movecDHowever, we 
have found that under pulsed excitation it is possible to 
partially resolve the new band using time-resolved spec­
troscopy. Figure 2(b) shows the emission spectrum 
sampled 100 nsec after excitation by a light pulse from 
a dye laser.
WAVELENGTH [nm]
Fig. 2. Comparison of photoluminescence and optically- 
detected magnetic resonance wavelength dependence 
spectra for CdS at 5 K. (a) Photoluminescence intensity 
/  for 488 nm argon—ion laser excitation; (b) Time- 
resolved photoluminescence sampled 100 nsec after 
excitation at 498 nm by a pulsed dye laser; (c) and (d) 
Optically-detected magnetic resonance wavelength 
dependence for£c = 1.885 and shallow donor reson­
ances respectively, recorded with 2mW of 488 nm 
argon—ion laser excitation and a microwave chopping 
frequency of 15 kHz. (c) was recorded with H  || c, and 
(d) with the field at 40 degrees to the c-axis.
No other resonance could be observed except for 
that from shallow donors [2, 3]. The intensity of this 
line when the emission was filtered by a 3-67 filter was 
minimal for H  || c, and maximal for the perpendicular 
orientation, the opposite behaviour to that reported in 
[2] for the green-edge emission shallow donor resonance. 
For microwave chopping frequencies in the low kHz 
region, the wavelength dependence of this resonance 
showed mainly the green-edge emission spectrum, as 
reported in the earlier work [2, 3]. However, at higher 
frequencies, the 2.17 eV band is the dominant feature, 
as shown in Fig. 2(d). Thus it appears that the 2.17 eV 
band involves shallow donors in addition to the centre 
responsible for t h e ^ =  1.885 resonance.
It is worth noting that the wavelength responses 
shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show a marked negative­
going trend in the very noisy region between 510 and
vcsofv/ec/
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540 nm. This effect is not related to either resonance 
reported here, and occurs for non-resonant magnetic 
fields as well. The origin of such non-resonant responses 
[ 1 ] is not yet clear.
An important characteristic of the #n = 1.885 line 
is that it splits into several components when the mag­
netic field is rotated away from the / /  || c orientation, 
as shown in Fig. 1. The maximal and minimal field 
positions of the splitting pattern suggest that the aniso­
tropy in theg-value is less than 0.06. However, the 
splitting magnitudes are comparable with the linewidths, 
and the complete angular variation of the spectrum has 
not yet been fully analysed. Nonetheless, the splitting 
clearly shows that the resonance is due to a complex 
rather than to a simple substitutional centre.
Given that the shallow donor resonance correlates 
with the 2.17 eV band, the simplest interpretation of our 
results is that this band is due to donor—acceptor re­
combination, with thegc = 1.885 resonance attributed 
to an acceptor. However, an acceptor in CdS with this 
g-value and little anisotropy appears unlikely, since 
Patel et al. [2] have found = 2 . 8 , <  0.4 for Na and 
Li acceptors of binding energy ~  160meV. Estimating 
the head of the 2.17 eV band to lie at a wavelength of 
530 nm, the acceptor binding energy in the present case 
should be only slightly larger, 220 meV. The large 
£-value anisotropy for acceptors reported in [2] is in 
accordance with expectations for a wavefunction derived 
from the upper valence band in CdS, but this anisotropy 
may in principle be reduced by crystal field or Jahn— 
Teller quenching of the orbital angular momentum. How­
ever, as far as we are aware, the only available EPR 
measurements for this situation are those of Taylor 
et al. who finden = 2.0018 andgi = 2.0592 for the 
deep Cd vacancy acceptor, which is subject to a Jahn— 
Teller effect. Thus, even in this case, a mean^-value 
greater than two is obtained, as expected for a hole-like 
centre.
We therefore assign the newgc =  1.885 resonance 
to a deep level of a complex donor. Whilst the common 
shallow donors in CdS appear to be characterised by 
^-values very close tog|| = 1.79 and£± = 1.76, Brailsford 
and Woods [6] have reported that deeper donors have 
^-values closer to 2. For example, T1 has £|| =  1.89 and
g1 -  1.96, very similar in magnitude and anisotropy to 
the values reported here.
Our results therefore suggest that two donors are 
involved in the 2.17 eV emission band, one a shallow 
donor of binding energy ~  30 meV, and the other a 
complex deep donor. We propose that the 2.17 eV band 
arises from donor—acceptor recombination between a 
complex double donor and an acceptor. On this model, 
the optically-detected magnetic resonance mechanism 
involves spin-dependent electron transfer from a nearby 
shallow donor to the deep donor: the transfer rate 
is assumed to be spin dependent through the Pauli 
principle. The rapid decay path available through 
subsequent recombination with a bound hole for pairs 
with antiparallel spins means that the population of pairs 
in this spin state is less than that for pairs in the parallel 
spin state. Magnetic resonance transfers pairs from the 
parallel to the antiparallel state, giving a transient 
increase in emission intensity, as observed.
In summary, optically-detected magnetic resonance 
signals arising from a broad band emission in CdS have 
been reported for the first time. We attribute the 
observed resonances to a shallow donor and a deep, 
complex double donor, and the observed effects to spin- 
dependent electron transfer between these centres. A 
more detailed account of this and current work will be 
published elsewhere.
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